
sense up-nothing can justify it. Our movement, if it is serious,
can tolerate almost anything but this .

Of course, one should take into account the intensity applied
in pursuing criticism, or differences. Not every matter is a ques
tion of life or death . A member should always be prepared to
compromise on matters of secondary importance. Not every
difference is a matter of principle. On matters of fundamental
questions one should pursue things to the end so to speak, For
example, if tbe party or a member was opposed to the principl e
ot the dictatorship of the proletariat, this a fundamental proposi
tion. Fight for it all the way. Whether to have this picket line or
that one. would not be a question to go all out on. Don't turn the
party into a perpe tual battle field over every question. In many
cases the other fellow's judgment is as valid as yours. U, in the
event, things prove you right, the party will have anoth er chance
to do it that way.

We have been a flexible movement till DOW. This has been
good. We still must be flexible, but we must tighten up. We must
demand more from one another. We are under attack . People
face long jail sentences. Can we continue to accept slovenly poli
tical work or attitud es? Can we slide over or shy away from
criticisms? Do we not have to be more disciplined; spread our
inftuence among the masses; raise, through consistent study, our
ideological level? Can anyone of us be satisfied with ourselves or
with one another? This is not the signal for a ruthl ess purge, etc.
But it is a call to put into practice a rational. scientific method of
work; to do in a healthy way what most of us already believe.

In our short existence we have had virtually no organizational
expulsions or punitive actions. This is good! Our people in general
have grown, but not enough. We will be ruthless with agents
within our ranks. We will save our ruthlessness for them. With
one another, we will, in a patient, constructi ve way, demand
higher and higher levels of participation and devotion, until we
justify the teon "vanguard." We will not become automatons,
unable to consider personal problems, etc., but we will try and
give every consideration to the party. The party is and must be
come first and foremost in our lives.

We have picked up the banner of patriotism and revolution.
It is we who are acting in accordance with the desires of the U.s.
workers . But we have no allegiance to a corrup t dying system, led
by a ruthless, vicious class.
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u.s.Work. .. Require Revolutionlry Theory

Two paths are open to the workers of any given country. One
is the path of resolute class struggle; the other is the path of ac
commodation, collaboration. The first leads to state power for the
workers. which will end exploitation. The other means rule by a
small ruling class which continues oppression, wide-scale poverty,
cultural and moral decay and war.

The task of Marxist-Leninists is to lead the working class in its
conflict with the oppressor class; to destroy capitalism's grip on
the people-ideologically. politically. economically; to defeat it. In
order for a vanguard to accomplish this. it must be free of the
ideology of the ruling class. It must have a strategy, based on the
science of Marxism-Leninism, that takes into account the general
devclopment of the science and undentands the particular cir
cumstances of any given situation .

Marxism-Leninism has always been und er sharp attack by the
entire international capital ist class. They have always sought to
undermine the ability of the science and its practitioners to win
the working class and other key sectors of the population.
Yet, despite every conceivable obstacle placed in the path of
Marxist-Leninists by the ruling class, one billion people are now
in the process of creating their socialist societies.

Fear of Revolution Sparks 8n
Imperialist Counteroffensive

The decline of the world capitalist system has been so rap id
that imperialism has renewed and invigora ted an all-out drive
against Marxism-Leninism, hoping to keep the rest of the world
\from revolution and socialism; and to subvert, roU back, crus h
and destroy countries that have moved to socialism or that have
Won independence from. colonial rule.



classes and mediates the class struggle, and that revolution is no
longer desirable or necessary, especially in the advanced countries
where parliamentary democracy provides the vehicle for an evolu
tionary and gradual transfer of power to the working class.

The defeat of these false concepts in the past removed an im
portant stumbling block. and made possible the trium ph of the
Russian Revolution.

Four other revisionist ideas tha t must be dealt with today by
Marxist-Leninists are:

( 1) that U.S. imperialism will not wage war because of the
catastrophic effects of nuclear weapons; that the "sober circles"
dominating bourgeois society are "rational"- meaning they are
not guided by class interests and not subject to the objective eco
nomic laws of society as outlined by Marx and Lenin;

(2) that all wars, no matter what their size or character are
bad. since any one may escalate into a nuclear war ;

(3 ) that in time the USSR will have such material wealth
that underdeveloped countries will be irresistibly attracted. by its
example, and this will be the primary reason for their moving into
the socialist camp; that the USSR, by extending large-scale aid to
bourgeois nationalists, can use this aid to win them to a socialist
outlook; that the tremendous success of socialism will capture the
imagination of the workers in advanced capitalist coun tries to
such a degree as to guaraotee a socialist transformation there ;

(4 ) that since U.S. imperialism can prevent economic crises
it has no need. to expaod aod can disarm of its own free will; that
armaments are not a necessary part of imperialism but hurt its
profit posi tion and therefore that a weUare sta te can be established
in the U.S., mitigating the class struggle at home.

Such revisionist fallacies have the effect of sapping the revo
lutionary will of the people to struggle in the face of imperialism's
mounting aggression.
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The imperialists of the United States have for the past twenty
years assumed the leadership of this drive. They hope to accom
plish what Hi tler and company failed to do: establish their political
and economic hegemony over the ca pitalist world, then use this
powerful base to dominate the entire world.

When applying intense pressure, intimidation, confusion or
pJain corruption in the past, imperialism. has been able to win
adherents from the Marxist movement to its side. Now the situa
tion is more desperate than ever for imperialism. There is a power
ful socialist and anti-colonial system in the world which has the
potential power to crush imperialism.

In order to reverse the historical trend to na tional revolution
and socialism, U.S. imperialism has mounted a significant counter
offensive. This couoter-ctlensive has many components , including:
a mighty military build-up of nuclear and conventional armamen ts
in the United States; a determined effort to subvert , take over and
contain colonial and national freedom movements around the
world; an active policy of counter-revolution in regard to the
socialist countries ; support for fascist forces all over the world
(most notably the rearming of West Germany with nuclear
weapons); a consistent attempt to compel "allies" to follow
blindly U.S. imperialism's policies; and finally, a massive ideolc
gical campaign directed against the people of the world in general
and the socialist camp in particular. The content of this campaign
is that: U.S. imperi alism is a force for peace, a force for freedom,
a force for people's welfare ; if imperialism bas shortcomings, they
can and will be overcome; that U.S. imperalism is itself the most
progressive social system in the world. But the key force of the
argum ent imperialism uses to "convince" the world of its new
"beautiful" na ture is the force of its nuclear weapons and its threat
to use them.
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Fear of Imperialism Sparks Revisionism

Confronted by this offensive many important elements in the
international Marx ist movement have resurrected revisionist po
Iitical positions tha t were buried many times in the past. Some of
the main premises of the classic revisionism of Bernstein and the
Second In ternational are presently reappearing in transparent dis
.guises, namely: that the state in a bourgeois society is above

i
I

I Which Path-Revolution or Revisionism?

A great debate bas broken out in the international movement.
The outcome of this decisive debate will determine to a great de
gree the character of the class struggle in every country in the
World.

The nature of the class struggle in our country is a very im-



R evisionism. always came forward in this country based on the
theory of "American exceptioualism," that the development of
capi talism in the U.S. was different than in other countries ; that a
revolutionary outlook was not necessary : for the Ll.S. imperialists,
it was claimed, were different from other imperialists. as they did
not follow an expansionist policy. Enlightened capitalists. they
could make automatic concessions to their own workers . There
fore, there could be an evolutionary path to socialism ra ther than
a revolutionary one.

These illusions were fostered by the rapid development of
American imperialism after World War I- from 1920 to 1929 it
exported the then unheard of amount of $20 billion capital. Thi s
unprecedented expans ion gave the U.S. ruling class the maneu
verability to buy off sections of its working class. And this, despite
some resort to violence , was the policy followed even in the most
severe times of depression. .

After the expulsion of Lovestone, the Party developed a mil
itan t pragmatic approach which appealed to workers during the
Depression and produced a mass base for the C.P. But even at that
time there was no long range revolutionary stra tegy developed
which could sustain the Party when the objective conditions of
the Depression changed.

Nonetheless, by utilizing its militant pragmatic approach the
C.P. was able to recrui t tens of thousands because of its bard
hitting fight for reforms. The C.P. fought for social security, in
dustrial unionism, unemployment insurance, wage and hour laws,
public welfare and all the other gains credited to the New Deal.
And, of course, the Party , standing on the side of bourgeo is
democracy, was in the forefront of the anti- fascist struggle.

TheCPUSA played a heroic role in this period among Amerl
can workers. defending the Russian Revolution and its gains. As
such, it was the sale group in this country tha t opposed the at
tempts of U.s. imperialism to "strangle the baby in its cradle."

Of special significance, in its defense of Negro victims of
white ruling class opp ression and its writings on this matter, the
C.P. heightened the social consciousness of the country as a
whole to a level unknown since the Civil War era.

On balance, despite thousands of devoted revolutionary-minded
members. the C.P. was a party of reform not revolution. Earl
Browder. who led the C.P. in its most influential period, later
aptly characterized the Party's revisionism:
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portent factor for the workers at our country and also for the
workers of the entire world . If the workers in our country can
defeat or weaken their own ruling class then the path to freedom
and peace will be easier for all other workers. Th e more workers
that defeat imperialism in their own countries the easier it will be
to defeat the U.S. ruling class at home. Therefore the line that
prevails internationally will affect the class struggle in every COUD

try, including our own.
Obviously, if the international working class takes the line of

collaboration with U.S. imperialism the U.S. ruling class will be
greatly strengthened. I t will be better able to conduct class war
agains t its workers. U.S. workers are more and more paying a stiff
penal ty for the class collaborationist policies that have been car
ried out at home by their union leaden and by the leaders of the
Communist Party for the last twenty years .

Consequently, the dispute in the international movement is not
merely a political debate but a matter of life and death for mil
lions of people. The fundame ntal question is whether a revolu
tionary line is to be adhered to and strengthened or weakened and
abandoned . R evisionism, which always describes itself as a "crea
tive development of Marx and Lenin based on new circums tances,"
has always been the first step in the abandonment of revolution
itself.

Origin. and Re.ults of Ciao. Collaboration
in the United State.

To build a serious Leninist movement in our country it is
necessary to understand what bas been the dominant weakness of
the U.S. communist movement.

From the ear liest days of the communist movement in the
United States to the present, revisionism and its political manifes
tation, class collaboration, bas been the chro nic weakness.

R evisionism bas usually been identified with individual leaders :
Lovestone, Browder, Gates. But revisionism, which permea ted the
'entire fabric of the Party, could not be up rooted by the mere
removal of its chief spokesman. The C.P.• still led today by many
who led that party together with Lovestone, Browder and Gates,
stands as a fitting memorial to their ideas.
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. . . the C.P. rose to become a national political influence far
beyond its numbers (at its height it never exceeded 100,000 mem
bers), on a scale never before reached by a socialist movement
claiming the Marxist tradition. It became a practical power in or
ganized labor, its influence became strong in some state organ
izationsof the Democratic Party (even dominant in a few for some
yean), and even some Republicans solicited its support. It guided
the anti-Hitler movement of the American League for Peace and
Democracy that united a cross-section of some five million Amer
icans (a list of its sponsors and speakers would include almost a
majority of Roosevelt·s Cabinet. the most prominent intellectuals,
judges of all grad es up to State Supreme Courts, church
leaders, labour leaders, etc.) . Right-wing intellectuals com
plained that it exercised an effective veto in almost all
publisbiDg houses against their boob, and it is at least certain
that those right-wingers had extreme difficulty getting published.
It displaced. the old Socialist Party of Norman Thomas as the
dominant influence on the left, and that party split up during the
1930's . . . it gradually merged with the organized labour move
ment and the New Deal in all practical activities, while retaining
the facade of orthodox Marxism for ceremonial occasions. It be
came the most successful reformist party in the Marxist tradition
tbat America had seen, while remaining unchallenged as spokes
man of revolutionary Marxism in its ideological aspects. Wh ile
cbampioning the Soviet Union in international affairs, it turned
to tbe Jeffersonian American tradition as equally authoritative as
that of Marx.1

The development of a significant Left in the country and a
powerful trade union movement which organized mass-production
U.S. workers posed a big problem for the ruling class. Heretofore
the ruling class had the majority of the organized workers pretty
much under control. For the most part these organized workers
were in the skilled craft categories under reactionary leadership
in the AFL. The ruling class had not been able to solve its many
contradictions. Mass unemployment was widespread and un
checked. A section of the ruling class supported Roosevelt's can
didacy and program of limited, minor reforms in order to head
off revolutionary action. However, unemployment, poverty and
racism continued. In the course of winning concessions, and with
the advent of World War II, the C.P. developed an uncritical,
non-class attitude to the Roosevelt administration. Once again

1 Browder, Earl, Socialism in America, reprinted from "St. Anthony"
Papen," Cahier on International Communism, St. Anthony's Colleae,
Oxford, Chatto " Windus, London, 1960, pp. 101·102.
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illusions about "progressive capitalists," capitalism's ability to solve
its fundamental contradictions, the neutrality of the state and
about U.S. imperialism were spread.

United States imperialism emerged from World War II stronger
than ever. I ts capitalist competitcrs- c'enemies" and friends-were
on their knees, ravaged by the war . European economic recovery
was underwritten by further export of U.s. capital. The Soviet
Union, which had borne the brunt of the war against the Nazis,
was devastated. Unlike the war-tern capitalist powers, it could
rely only on its own resources for economic recovery. Indeed it
seemed it was to be the "American Century." U.S. monopolists
were to pick up the pieces and assemble them as they saw fit.
They would role the world in any manner necessary for maintain
ing their control.

To make matters easier, U.S. workers had gone through a
period of tunemployment because of the war. After the war a four
year unfulfilled domestic demand for consumer goods and large
scale export throughout the world produced nearly full employ
ment. This further enhanced the notion that capitalism could
solve its internal contradictions, could overcome cycli cal crises.
Capitalist ideologists crowed about "people's capitalism," the
"welfare sta te," unlimited production and full employment for
ever,

By this time, despite sincere but inadequate attempts by wtl
liam Z. Foster and others to change the situation, and subsequent
paper reversals of the line, the Communist Party USA was un
able to recover from the body-blow of revisionism. Even so, be
cause some struggle did continue within the organization, militant
positions sometimes prevailed. This was true up through the end
of the Korean War.

In order to understand the inability of the Party to overcome
revisionism, one has to know the depths to which the Party lead
ership and some of the membership had sunk. Browder's famous
Bridgeport speech on the agreements reached at Teheran put the
CPUSA in complete unity with the U.S. ruling class. He said:

Every class, every group, every individual, every political party
in America will have to re-adjust itself to this great issue embodied
in the policy given to us by Roosevelt, Stalin and ChurchiU. The
country is only beginning to face it so far. Everyone must begin
to draw the conclusion from it and adjust himself to the new
world tbat iI ~ated by it. Old formulas and old prejudices are
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going to be of no use whatsoever to us as guides to find our way
in this new world. We are going to have to dr aw together all men
and all groups with the intelligence enough to see the 0yerwhelm
ing importance of this issue, to unde rstand that upon Its c:o.r:ect
solution depends the fate of our counUy and the fate of civiliza
tiOD throughout tbe world .

We shall have to be prepared to break with anyone that refuses
to support and figh t for the realizat ion of the Teheran Agreement
and the Anglo-Soviet-American coalition. W~ must be prepared
to give the hand of cooperation and fellowship to everyone who
fights for the realization of this coalition. If J. P. Morgan supports
this coalition and goes down the line for it, I as a Ccmmumst am
prepared to clasp his hand on that and join with h.im.to realize it.
Class divisions or political groupings have no sigruficance now
except as they reflect one side or the other of this issue. . . .

Manists will Dot help the reactionaries, by opposing the slogan
of "free enterprise" with any fonn of coun~er-~lo~. If any~ne
wished to describe the existing system of capitalism m the United
States as "free enterprise," that is all right with ~, an~ we f.~y
declare that we are ready to cooperate in making this capitalism
work effectively in the post-war period with the least possible
burdens upon the people. 2

The entire leadership of the CPUSA except William Z. Foster
and possibly a few others endorsed Browder's line. The ensuing
"self-criticism" failed to get at the roots of revisionism. Not only
weren' t there significant changes in leadership, but those few
who had fough t Browderism before and afte r the exposure were
expelled from the Party as " factionalists." Jacques Duclos, a
leader of the French C.P., who now hails Khrushchev's views on
co-existence and who seeks to unify th e French C.P. with the. .
"socialists," the same "socialists" who only a short ume ago
wanted to fight the war in Algeria to the finish, attacked Browder
in 1946 for this very same line he himself holds today. He then

said :

Earl Browder made himself the protagonist of a false concept
of the ways of social evolution in general, and in the lint place,
the social evolution of the United States. Earl Browder declared,
in effect, tbat at Teberan capitalism and socialism bad ~gun to
find the means of peaceful co-existence and collaboration .
with a view to reducing to a minimum or completely suppressmg
methods of struggle and oppoli tion of force to force in the solu
tion of internal problems of each country.S

2 Browder, Earl, Tht Communist, Speech at Bridgeport, Conn., January,
1946, p. 8.

a Duclos, Jacques. Calli~r.r du Comm"num~. Paris, Preece, April, 1945.
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Browder's expulsion af ter World War IT had little effect, be
cause, except for the Chairman, the leadership remained the same.
The essence of the Party's line became united front behind Wal
lace (the New Roosevelt) , with the liberal imperialists, not the
working class, as the leading element Therefore, the C.P. failed
to fight for an independent position for the working class, failed
to present socialist aims and a socialist perspective and failed to
expose the nature and the aims of U .S. imperialism.

This failure to play an independent role had deep roots. Wil
liam Z. Foster, writing in 1945, said that central to Browder' s
role

was the constant playing-down of the independent role of the
party . . . (It ) expressed itself in various forms of tail-ending
after the bourgeoisie. . . . For at least teo yean it had the effect
of facilitating the demagogy of the Trotskyites, and Dubinsky
Social Democrats . . . Browder refused to criticize more sharply
the reactionary policies of the A. F . L. Executive Council. except
in the most flagrant cases. •• . But the worst . .. (was ) shameless
tail<ndiog after American finance capital ... as progressive bodiet
and as qualified to lead the nation. ...f

These tailist policies carried into the good work done in or
ganizing the CIO. The C.P. gave many of its best forces as or
ganizers, who instead of be ing known as communists, playing an
independent role, lost their identity in a false conception of the
united front. Instead, they became CIO bur eaucrats and not com
munists, and eventually together with other pie-cards voted to
kick communists out of the leadership of the trade unions.

In an attempt to make it appear that they were moving in a
new direction the Party leadership proposed a line explained by
Eugene Dennis, the general secretary:

For a people's government that will advance the cause of
peace, security and democracy! For an anti-imperialist, anti -monop
oly government! What is projected in this slogan, it should be made
clear, is a political objective that reflects the united front program
which is bringing into a broad coalition all the democratic and
anti-Imperialist forces including the third party movement.II

Actually this line was opportunistic in that it substituted this

f Foster, William z., TIlt Strflgglt Against Rt..tnonam, New York,
1945.

II Dennis, Eugene, PoliticQl A6Q;r.r. March, 1948.
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false and unrealistic stra tegy in place of developing a revolutionary
strategy to socialism.

. . . the Communist p arty holds that the workers and their allies
cou ld elect such a people's fron t government under the Coustitu
tion by vigorous action. Beyond this point. in practical policy, the
Communist Party has not planned. But it is clear that such a peo
ple's govemmcol would be elected, probably, when the grut
masses of the people, facing conditions of a serious political crim,
would feel the ur gent need of it.'

The tactics flowing from this ridiculous strategy were neces
sarily sectarian because it was patently impossible to elect such a
government in 1948.

Years of revisionism came home to roost with a vengeance as
the government mounted a powerful anti-labor, anti-communist
offensive which neither the trade unions nor the C.P. could effec
tively deal with.

McCattbyism, and the steps leading up to it. were a necessity
for the ruling class, which needed a "treasonous conspiracy" to
win the people for a cold war crusade against the USSR. (The
second world war had left behind anti-fascist, pro-Soviet feeling;
among the people which were dangerous to America's rulers.)

Illusions prevailed that the government would always act im
partially, that the government wouldn't allow the bosses to trample
on workers' rights, and that the government wouldn't allow un
employment to return in force. The workers felt that in the final
analysis the government wouldn' t let the workers down. For a
while class collaboration looked as though it could satisfy the
needs of tbe workers, at least a section of the organized workers
in the crafts and in the heavy basic industries. But millions of
Negro workers never shared in the "mutual trusteeship." Millions
of unorganized workers never received any part of the big "pay
off." Millions of workers in the lighter industries never shared
in the gravy train.

Events internationally began to contradict the "incontradic
table" economy. A great deal of the world was breaking away
from imperialism, thus limiting the areas of foreign exploitation.
To offset this, and the increasing competition from other capitalists,

e Foster, William Z., History of the Communist Party of th~ Unil~d

Stotts, Jotemational Publishers, New York, 1952, p. 554.

U.S. imperialism was forced to turn the screw on its own workers
in an etlort to sustain maximum profits.

To consolidate the grip of reaction over the labor movement,
the AFL and the CIO were merged in 1955. This "unity,"
bailed at the time by the CPUSA, enabled Meany and Co. to com
pletely dominate labor and prevent the re-emergence of militant
tendencies. Instead of using the enormous potential of 16 million
organized workers for their own interest, the AFJ.,CIO leaders
abandoned any fight in the workers' interests-proceeded to in
tensify red-baiting and called on the workers to support the cold
war.

With the working-class leaders hog-tied by class collaboration
the ruling class was able to stifle dissent. The cold war, with its
military buildup which was to provide full employment forever,
became a noose around the workers' necks. Arms production was
a source of maximum profits for tbe bosses. Since the arms had no
social function and cost fantastic sums, the workers ' tax money
became a prime source of profit. This was the post-war version
of Keynesianism. Schools, hospitals, bousing, roads were all in a
state of decay in the areas where the workers lived. Overproduc
tion reasserted itself in almost every consumer industry in the
country. Plant capacity, expanded with the workers' tax money,
was unable to be fully utilized. Unemployment began to mount
and remain at high levels due to a stagnating economy and the
development and wide-scale introduction of automation.

The labor aristocracy was beginning to feel the pinch. It was
getting more and more difficult to get concessions. Real wages be
gan to decline. Working conditions deteriorated as the men were
forced to keep up with, or outproduce, the new machines. A
worker's "patriotism" was measured by bow well he adjusted to
his worsening conditions. In tbe preceding period the ruling class
had succeeded in denuding the labor movement of communists
helped in great part by the C.P.'s opportunist policies. To prevent
any possibility of struggle, the ruling class passed a series of
repressive measures. More and more the government, intent on
stripping the workers of their main weapon, shed its "impartial"
air and moved to outlaw strikes. Anti-communist legislation was
passed and utilized as a further measure to control the workers.

Obviously, if the workers were to reverse the situation a
counter-offensive would have to be launched. Such an offensive
would bring them into direct conflict with the cold war line of the



ruling class. This would, of necessity, bring them into collision
with their own leaders, who in the main supported the policies of
the ruling class. For the most part the labor leaders are prime
practitioners of class collaboration and reflect the ideology of the
bosses in the labor movement. Such "leaders" came on to the
scene riding the wave of the rul ing class' anti-communist crusade.

One of the factors making it possible for them to consolidate
their power was the C.P.'s failur e to lead a militant fight against the
monopolies' onslaught.

The bitter fruits of the labor leaders' collaboration were loaded
onto the backs of the workers. These "leaders" hailed the system,
urged reliance on the government and made no answer to the
bosses' assault Instead of carrying on a militant struggle for jobs
and conditions most unions were converted into centers of ruling
class propaganda.

Th ey ignored their own official program for a shorter work
day, for organi2:ing the South, and for independ ent political action.
Reuther's and Meany's claim that capitalism. was ''people's capital
ism" became a hollow joke.

The trad e union leadership tried to cover up its se11-ou t by
adopting the bosses' slogan : ''national interest. " The C.P. tried to
obscure its betrayal by attempting to shift the workers away from
struggle. This was done either thr ough perpetuating illusions about
the Democratic Party as lite "lesser of two evils," or by generally
diverting the workers from recognizing the ruling class and its
state apparatus as the main danger.

More recently it has continued to pursue this line by advancing
the notion that the ultra-right is the main danger. In doing this it
separates the ultra-right from its class base-the ruling class . The
C.P. thus tries to divert the workers from fighting the main sources
of monopoly power which control the stale apparatus and manip
ulate it in their interests. It attempts to mislead the workers into
believing that the Pentagon and/or other "hot-heads" are sep
arate and apart, and not dominated by the state (acting for the
ruling class) or its "reasonable" Commander-in-Chief, the Pres
ident.

Thus, according to this logic, the threat of war, or the on
slaught against workers' conditions and hard-won gains comes not
from the ruling class but from various and sundry irresponsible
individu als and " mad-men." The C.P. views the late President
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and the present administration as a vehicle for progress. After the
assassination the Worker described the administration as one of

reason and reasonableness in groping toward universal disarma
ment; the attitude of concern for lbe economic and social welfare
of the working people; the policy of urgent and definitive elimina
tion of segregation, for securing to the Negro people their full and
equal rights.'

As a matter of fact, the Kennedy-Johnson administration is the
most cunning and dangerous to date. On the one han d it practices
aggression abroad and oppression at home; on lite other hand it
poses as the champion of world peace, Negro rights, and workers'
conditions. The records show unemployment increased; more
virulent anti-labor legislation was passed; the infamous McCarran
Act was enforced; the war of genocide in south Vietnam was
stepped up; Cuba was invaded; the world was brought to the brink
of nuclear war by Kennedy's Cuba policy; the arms budget was
increased by billions; preventive war concepts were adopted .

These policies nourished the development of the open fascists;
the growth of a significant openly fascist trend points up the
growing contradictions of U .S. imperialism. It indicates a class
in trouble, unable to fully operate through bourgeois democracy.
The people had to be kept in line-had to accept deteriorating
conditions. The ruling class adopted the double tactic of using
the ultra-right as a diversion to protect its moderate image and to
mask its aggressive policies. At the same time it used the ultra
right to crush the people's will to resist.

Thus the ruling class creates a system of blackmail: if you
don't support "us good guys" the extremists will take over. In
fact, the ruling class uses the ultra-right to prepare fascist reserves
as its deterioratio n continues. Therefore, the people's main blows
must be aimed at the heart of repression-the ruling class-while
at the same time striking at all manifestations of open fascism .

An Altern.tive to Cia•• Collaboration I. Needed

The heart of any alternative program to be fought for by
communis ts, is based on the fact that the problems of the workers
will never be solved under capitalism. Only social ism can organize

7 The Worker, Editori al, November 23, 1963.



ter-revoluticn has developed. The policy of nuclear intimidation
and blackmail was foreshadowed in the closing days of World
War Il, when the U.S. unilaterally dropped the atomic bomb on
a defeated Japan. This act was a warning to the people of the
world-a warning which John Foster Dulles developed into the
doctrine of "massive retaliation."

After the ~~nd World War the Soviet Union was ringed by
a network of military bases. In quick succession there unfolded a
series of counter-revolutionary efforts in Greece, Iran, the Phil
ippines, Guatemala and Hungary. With its invasion of Korea. and
the ultimate goal of reversing the victory of socialism in China,
the U.S. initiated a policy of open aggression to roll back and
defeat revolution in Asia. Coinciding with counter-revolution was
the systematic restoration of Nazis and militarism in West
Germany, preparing that country to once again take her "rightful"
place as the chief tormentor of the peoples of Europe. West Ger
many's payoff for following U.S. policy dictates was unlimited
financial aid and her promotion to "U.S. ally number 1" in the
"European Community." The ultimate reward: a new Wehrmacht
with nuclear arms, preparing the way foe an atomic version of
the traditional "drive to the East."

Here at home the new trend slowly but surely developing in
the ranks of the workers because of sharpening contradictions is
paralleled by a new trend emerging in the radical movement. This
trend among radicals is, to a degree, a development and extension
of the efforts of those forces who, over the years, tried unsuccess
fully to defeat revisionism in the C.P. Many genuine communists
tried to transform the C.P. into a revolutionary party. Today the
C.P' . leadership is a hopeless apologist for imperialism. By its
consistent collaborationist line the C.P. has compromised itself irre
vocably with advanced workers. The process of political corruption
of the C.P. leaders has been intensified and given a new mantle
of "respectability" by the revisionist line propounded in the inter
national movement.

A genuine Marxist-Leninist party could have made a tremen
dous difference in the struggles of the working class of our country.
Had the C.P. followed a truly Marxist-Leninist course it could
have retained, even under the severe blows of the class enemy and
even m periods of necessary tactical retreat, a secure base among
!he people. The total penetration of the C.P. leadership by the
ideology of the ruling class was an important ruling class victory.
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automation (presently wiping out 40,000 jobs per week) to suit
the needs of U.S. workers.

What is required is an alternative path of struggle which would
open up an all-out fight for the shorter work day, along with a
drive to unionize the South. The emergence of a labor movement
organized around an independent class program, and the complete
eradication of segregation and discrimination in the labor move
ment- which in classic "divide and conquer" style prevents unity
-care goals to be fought (or.

A genuine vanguard would help the workers fight for a new
leadership in the labor movement. It would try to organize sections
of the more conscious workers in the trade unions into formations
that could make their leverage felt. It would unmask, not con
ceal, the actual character of the state . It would expose the role
of imperialism in relation to oppressed people. It would make
clear to workers the relationship between their own battles and
the battles of oppressed people everywhere. It would point out
how every and any revolutionary victory assists them in their
struggle at home. It would continuously and openly advocate so
cialism as the only fundamental solution to the problems they
face. It would consistently show the need for state power in the
hands of the workers . It would strive to build a revolutionary
party based on Lenin's concept of workers' rule.

As the screw is turned on the U.S. worker he is slowly but
surely beginning to understand that collaboration is no answer.
Despite intense pressures he is beginning to grasp the relationship
of the state to the ruling class. Armed Kentucky miners, printers
on long strikes, longshoremen tying up the country, rail workers
compelling their union to make a pretense of struggle, rank and
lile activity bypassing the union leaders, workers refusing to
accept governm.ent-controlled settlements, government arbitration
boards being characterized as phony, almost two million workers
in the Teamsters union and the expelled unions from the old
CIa still following paths somewhat different from the one laid
out by the ruling class-all show in a small way that battle lines
are beginning to be drawn and that millions of workers will not
sacrifice themselves on the altar of the money men.

The direct corollary to the squeeze on U.S. workers is the in
tensification of the drive for U.S. monopoly domination through
out the world. U.S. arms have bolstered reaction and fascism all
over the earth. They have been the decisive factor wherever coun-
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However. this is not a defeat from which the workers cannot
recover. So long as there is a class struggle in this country there
will be a revolutionary force. Because of the developing contra
dictions of U.s. imperialism a Dew revolutionary party will arise
in this country stronger than ever.

Black Liberation: The Key to
Revolutionary Development

The ability of U.S. imperialism to amass maximum profits, an
absolute necessity for modem-day monopoly, rests to a great ex
teat on the super-exploitation of the Negro people. Hundreds of
billions of dollars in profits have been accumulated over the years
from the labor of the Negro people. The direct exploitation of
Negro workers has, moreover, enabled the ruling class to increase
its oppression of white workers to a degree not generally recog
nized.

The ruling class has been able to maintain the South as a low
wage sanctuary, holding the cheap tabor market of the South as
a club over the beads of northern whites. At the same time, the
existence of millions of low paid Negro workers in the north also
tends to depress the wages of all othe r workers. Maximum profits
achieved through discrimination enable the ruling class to amass
enormous capital to develop neo-colonialism, automation and
extend capitalist productive capacity-all of which produce still
more profits. Racism is a bulwark of U.S. imperialism. A power
ful fight against racism is an important blow against the very
foundation of imperialism. Its eradication is tantamount to the
smashing of imperialism.

Under these circumstances recognition that the Negro libera
tion movement is the key to the development of a successful rev
olutionary movement in this country is mandatory.

Although the liberation movement is in its early stages it is
clearly the most revolutionary development in the country today .

A common resistance to a common racial oppression; racial
solidarity; a common historical tradition and cultural identity; a
common desire for dignity and equality are the motor forces of the
freedom movement.

At the same time the class aspects of the movement have come
increasingly to the forefront because Negroes have become an
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important component of the industrial and non-industrial working
class and a small Negro bourgeoisie has emerged.

But since, in fact, the reason for the racial oppression is ec0

nomic exploitation, Negro workers , because of their interlocking
interests as colored people and colored workers are objectively
being placed as the leading element of both the freedom move
ment and the class struggle generally.

The post-war surge of the anti-colonial liberation movements,
along with the victory of socialism (particularly in China and
Cuba) have had tremendous impact on, and accelerated the pace
of the Negro freedom movement. Events in Africa also have spe
cial significance for the Negro people. However, increased mili
tancy was not easily come by. It was accomplished practically
without allies. Even those parts of the labor movement thought
of as the natural allies of the Negro people in their fight for equal
ity were in most instances class collaborationist and had been
converted into cesspools of racism.

The absence of a genuine Marxist vanguard deprived the
Negro people of a consistently anti-imperialist force which fights
the poison of white chauvinism and develops the necessary unity
between the freedom struggle and the class struggle which must
be jointly waged by N~gro and white workers and their allies.
This absence severely weakens the fight for the leadership of the
Negro working class in the freedom movement; it has meant
failure to point out that socialism is the only way to gain genuine
Negro freedom; it has meant failure to develop the essential in
termediate forms of struggle that advance both the movement for
Negro freedom and emancipation for all workers.

Imperialism Needs to Smash the
BI.lck Liberation Movement

The imperialists are alert to the dangers in the freedo m move
ment, and attempt by all means to contain and emasculate it. The
monopolists have been able to control in one way or another the
Negro leadership. This middle class leadership has supported the
cold war even though the cold war intensifies the problems of the
Negro workers, rath er than resolving them. If support of the cold
war by the Negro leadership was meant to buy them integration in
the white man 's structure it has proved a dismal failure.



tbe people. Millions of white Americans were confronted with
the knowledge that Black Americans had had enough.

In the course of these limited struggles thousands of young
Negro militants emerged as new forces capable of taking the
liberation movement forward to new, higher stages. SNCC exists
because of this development For one thing, illusions about the
government (the state apparatus) are disappearing. Meaningful
programs are resisted by the state, whicb uses all its agencies and
often force and violence. Secondly, while integration is good.
you can't eat it. Thirdly, the entire concept of working within the
framework of the two-party system is being questioned. A "Free
dom Now" Party has emerged in the North, and all strata of the
Negro people are probing to determine exactly how to begin
challenging the white ruling class for power. All this is leading to
a general re-evaluation of the strategy of non-violence, and in
many cases armed self-defense (originally proposed by Robert F.
Williams) is being advocated and used.

Because the main section of the integration leadership has no
far-reaching program for independent power and no anti-im
perialist outlook, it is in a bind. It cannot take the Negro masses
further. Consequently, sections of the integration leadership com
promised themselves with the government. The Negro people are
not in the same position economically and politically as were the
white workers years ago. They cannot afford the " luxury" of a col
laborationist leadership.

The ruling class has been dealing with the integration move
ment on two levels. On one Jevel it identifies with the movement.
By doing this, it tries to create further illusions about its "fairness,"
hoping that people will continue to believe that racism can be
eliminated within the capitalist framework. The ruling class also
hopes to cbange the racist image that it currently has among the
colonial peoples. It corrupts elements of the integration leadership,
either with direct monetary contributions or with minor posts in
the government and some job opportunities for trained Negroes in
private industry. At the same time it puts forward meaningless
legislation supposedly to curb racism.

On the other level, the ruling class and its Dixiecrat agents
step up the terror against the Negro people. The federal govern
ment, while mouthing platitudes about the Dixiecrats, allows
them to operate at will . The federal agencies, like the FBI, openly
collaborate with them. They have yet to capture or stop terrorists.
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The leadership of the NAACP and the Urban League failed
to win even their limited demands. They propounded the con
cept of gradualism and tokenism. buttressed primarily with court
action. Their ideology was not "Freedom Now" for the Negro
masses. They preached reliance on the good will of the white rul
ing class; they clung to its political institutions, especially the
Democratic Party. They denied the need for direct mass action,
characterizing it as "provocative." They struck out at any militant
development among the Negro people while militantly peddling
the anti-communist crusade with extreme red-baiting.

The failure of this leadership to win victories of substance,
even for middle class Negroes, by 1960, forced the development
of the integration movement. The integration movement devel
oped in the South because it was in this area that the greatest op
pression existed. It was also in the South that the traditional
leadership was the weakest. In the South no reason existed for
illusions about the Southern oligarchy.

The integration movement developed around the strategy of
non-violent direct action. In the main the movement developed
under the leadership of students and clergy. Its goals were solely
equal civil rights for Negroes. Unlike developments of bourgeois
nationalism occurring in other areas of the world. the integration
movement bad few. if any, independent demands; it had no pro
gram of political and economic demands. It accepted the primacy
of the white ruling class in all spheres and sought only to reform
some of the worst manifestations of racism. It pleaded with the
ruling class to curb racism, because it weakened the "democratic"
image the white ruling class tried to establish among the oppressed
people of the world. But unemployment ravaged the Negro com
munities, North and South. Small farming was rapidly being
eliminated in a period of mechanization. The general economy
provided no new opportunities for jobs.

Despite this limited outlook the integration movement cap
tured the imagination of millions. Tens of thousands of Negroes
were brought into sharp conflict with the Dixiecrats. The leaders
of the movement displayed great courage and skill in developing
non-violent tactics. Many establishments were integrated in the
heart of the South. Hundreds of thousands of Negro and white
people in the North supported the integration movement. The old
line leadership was forced to adopt many of the policies of the
integrationist leadership in order to maintain some base among
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The Justice Department, instead of vigorously using its enormous
powers to ind ict racists, indicts militant integrationists. The Army
is never used to break the power of the racists. The Army is used
whenever it appears that the Negro masses are threatening to
abandon non-violence. This was the case in Birmingham.

In the North, police terror is being stepped up against the
Negro people. No racists are prosecuted by the liberal mayor
of New York City , only militants are jailed for fighting racism.
The ruling class is the chief racist because it perpetua tes the sys
tem that demands that profits be produced and it derives the max
limum profits that racism. makes possible. These actions by the
ruling class prove that equality cannot be woo under capitalism,
and that only power in the hands of the workers , Negro and white,
can ultimately guarantee freedom for the Negro people.

Birmingham, which marked a turning point in the liberation
movement, is a classic example of bow the ruling class functions.
Here in this industrial complex the sharpest and most protracted
fighting rages. It is here that the ruling class has some of its largest
investments in the South. This is where the Wall Street magnates
depend on the bard labor of Negro workers. Here it is necessary
to have a poorly educated, unquestioning Negro worker to do the
dirty work, to stay in line, to accept plantation discipline in a fac
tory environment. It is here that the southern racists did a most
thorough job for their northern masters. But it is the main sec
tions of the ruling class that benefit most from this situation.
Maximum profits are their goal. The gravy, in the fonn of man
agerial jobs, lucrative retail trade based on plant employment and
higher real estate values stemming from a great industrial system
are the rewards for the local racists.

This two-level strategy of the ruling class has bad much
success. Despite massive outpourings of integrationists from one
end of the country to the other, victories on key questions have
been few and slim. Negro workers are unemployed in ever-grow
ing numbers. No key concessions have been forced from the ruling
class regarding the democratic rights of the Negro people. Even
more dangerous, the open coddling of the Dixiecrats by the Ken
nedy-Johnson Administration has encouraged racist tendencies
among wide sections of white Americans.

Another important development among the Negro people is
the emergence of the Muslim movement. This religious, bour
geois-nationalist trend has gained considerable strength especially

in the northern cities among Negro workers. 1bis happened
because the Muslims vigorously developed the idea of Negro
identity and dignity; they advocated a fonn of independent politi
cal power (separation) and no one countered that with any
alternative form. In this way the Muslims were able to capitalize
on the aspirations of the Negro people.

At the same time, the integrationists failed to produce any
appreciable gains. And the Communist Party abdicated the fight
for a socialist and nationalist outlook for the Negro people and
left the field altogether.

A strength of the Muslims has been their strong position on
the government. Some Muslim. leaders have been relentless in
exposing the failure of the state to act for the benefit of the Negro
people. However, the Muslims' plan for separation is in contra
diction to their general estimate of the white ruling class. They
put forward no specific program to achieve separation or even
indicate where their new state would be. They simply asked the
ruling class to give them land. Obviously this ruling class will
not simply turn over territory on request when it will not even
grant the Negro people civil rights. Thus the Muslims create the
illusion that the ruling class will set up some kind of "reservation"
for the Negro people. It should be noted that in the past months
Muslim influence is on the decline, as people cannot find in it a
program. for action.

Within the Muslim movement there are significant contradic
tions. The Muslim paper has consistently supported anti-im
perialist struggle. Recently they made a valuable contribution
reporting the Cuban Revolution, revealing how the Negro people
in Cuba won complete freedom and equality in the course of the
revolutionary struggle and victory. But the Cuban Revolution
was and is led by Negro and white. This contradicts the Muslims'
extreme and undifferentiated hostility to all whites. Also the
Muslims refer to the Chinese Revolution favorably. But the
Chinese have always advocated the unity of all oppressed peoples
regardless of color as the means to destroy imperialism inter
nationally.

One of the central tasks for a revolutionary movement is to
help coalesce the various dissatisfied elements that make up a
growing alternative trend in the Negro freedom movement, ele
ments that embody the most militant forces and concepts, and
reflect more directly the interests of Negro workers and farmers.



This re-alignment would serve to isolate those who compromise
with the government's policies at home and abroad. and would
prevent the dispersal and crushing of more militant forces.

Among the policy implications of this rc-alignment would be :
development of a bond of mutual support with the world-wide
anti-imperialist liberation movements; identification of the ruling
class as the wellspring of racist oppression; recognition of the
governmen t as the servant of the ruling class: development of a
strategy for achieving political power for the Negro people to
gether with all other workers . This should be based upon the
eventual merger of the liberation movement with the over-all
class struggle-and armed self-defense-to achieve demands.

Only such a program can attract and organize the millions
of Negro workers who today are attracted to no group because
no group has the program that fits their needs.

But if Leninists are to be able to play this kind of role they
themselves must be free of illusions. They must have ideological
clarity, at least on fundam ental questions. Therefore, illusions
abou t the state must be combatted so as to be able to overcome
illusions among the people. The CPUSA long ago lost the ability
to understand the implications of the fact that the Negro people
are the main source of maximum profits for the ruling class ; that
this power stru cture is the main exploiter of the Negro people;
that the state is the political leadership of the ruling group.

During WorJd War n the Communist Party abandoned the
Negro workers. It did this by distorting a correct slogan: "an
out for the war effort." The Negro workers' demands were
shunted aside. Browderism relegated the "Negro question" to the
sta tus of jus t another minori ty problem to be solved by the "en
lightened ruling class." The Party more and more ties itseU to
the gradualist polic ies mouthed by the ruling class and the re
formist Negro leaders . Democratic Party convention platitudes
are relied on to accomplish Negro liberation. The CPUSA persists
in maintaining the fiction that those representatives of the ruling
class who make up the current administration are not the main
enemies of the Negro people.

l ames Jackson, editor of the Worker, writing in a magazine
calling itself the World Marxis t R eview says:

Jackson hails Kennedy's stand on civil righ ts. H e says :

The dis torted picture of tbe American scene which the Chinese
party presents is especially glaring in relation to the Negro Free-

in the unions, and major components of the trade union movement
are giving valuable support to the Negro Movement. As a conse
quence of the mass actions of the Negro people and their white
supporten the Federal government bas been compelled to exercise
its constitutional obligation to uphold the rights of its Negro
citizens.1
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GUI Hall said recently that the relationship of forces within the
nation and within the South, q well as within the Federal Govern
ment itself, are such that with determined, sustained struggle, and
further involvement of the trade unions and masses. victory can
be WOD-"a death blow can be dealt to the whole system of segre
aation everywhere." This is a time and a cause when a century of
history is packed into days, he said.Io

In an article which refers to itself as "On the Ideological
Position 0/ the Communist Party 0/ Chino" reference is made to
the role of the Dixiecrats and the ruling class as regard the
Negro people.

In a subsequent message to the Congress, the President called
for the enactment of a Civil Rights Act of 1963 which would have
the effect of nullifying the bulk of the state Jimcrow, anti-Negro
laws, and generally outlaw the practices of racial segregation and
exclusion in places of public accommodation, in voting and voter
registration, in employment, and in schools.'

H e characterized the upsurge of the Negro people for justice as
a "peaceful revolution" for those measures of democratic rights
which white Americans have long since enjoyed. He warned that
if the Congress would not act promptly to secure those rights to
the Negro citizens there could be no assurance tha t the Negroes
would abandon their struggles in the streets for them, but on
the contrary . he foresaw and feared a growth in civil strife.
l ackson then refers to remarks mad e by Gus Hall , Communist
Party leader .
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The entire trade union movement in our country has been stir
red to its depths. . . . There is already a lubstantial beginning
toward wiping out remainina color ban anddiscriminatory practicea

11acOon, l ames, Editor of The Worker, Published in the World Marrin
Review, Praaue. Czec:bosJovakia, September. 1963.

- Ibid.
1.e 1W4.



11 Communist Party of the United States of America, On the Ideological
Position of the Communist Porty of ChilUl. New York. January 9, 1963.

J.S Ibid.

Earlier in the article, the C.P. lays bare its position of apolo-
gizing for the Kennedy-Johnson Administration and the ruling
class on the Negro movement by indicating that the state is not
the main enemy of the people. It says:

One could, as the Chinese leaders evidently propose. apply this
characteriutioo mechanic:ally and dogmatically, and conclude that
since these things are true of imperialism as a whole, then every
section of monopoly capital, and every spokesman for it. must be
branded u equally reactionary. Hence one cannot differentiate
amODg them in any significant way , but must cl.ired one's
attack at all equally. More. one must conclude that the
most dangerous sections of monopoly capital are those which
are in control of the Federal Government. and hence the attack
must be centered on these.a

dam Struggle. The perpetrators of the terror against tbe Negro
people in the South are in the first place the w aneces,
the Barnetts, the Eastlands and the rest of the Dixiecrat
racist elements, supported chiefly by the extreme Right in
other parts of the country. In its failure to move against these
elements and to take resolute action to crush the terror, the Ken
nedy Admin istration shares in the guilt, and the Negro people are
fully aware of this . The Chinese Party makes every effort to place
the moln responsibility for the oppression of the Negro people on
the Kennedy AdministratioD.ll
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To expose the labor leaders on their continued racism would
ultimately force the C.P. leaders to expose the government. No
one can seriously believe that a movement under the leadership
of Meany. Harrison. Dubinsky and Reuther is cleaning out racism ,
nor is there any evidence to lead anyone to sucb a belief.

The C.P. apologists for the Kennedy-Johnson Administration
are in direct conflict with the newly emerging militan t forces in
the liberation movement; forces that more and more recognize the
class role that the Kennedy-Johnson Administration plays, forces
moving into more direct conflict with the main sections of the
ruling class. The clearer these forces become as to the class
character of their opp ression. the better they are able to fight
on a day-to-day level against local racis ts and to cope with the
two-pronged strategy of the ruling class. They become capable
of fighting the collusion between the state and the local Dixiecrats.
At the same time, this exposure and loss of illusions opens up
perspectives for far-reaching solutions. It is seen that not only the
local racists have to be smashed , but the entire class which nour
ishes and dominates the southern bourbon.

The need for independent political power is becoming more
evident as the Negro people are denied satisfaction on any of
their demands. It is also obvious that most white workers are still
riddled with the self-defeating concepts of white supremacy.
Much of the labor aristocra cy sees the onrushing freedom move
ment as a threat. The Negro worker wants a job. But what jobs?
Consequently, many white workers view the Negro as competing
for their jobs. While the level of class struggle among white
workers is rising, it still is not at the pitch which would objectively
force them to seek alliances with Black workers.

White workers must leam that they will never be secure
themselves as long as racism poisons their thinking, and disunites
the working class. Therefore, it is crucial that the Negro people
fight for some form of political power now. They cannot and
must not wait for the white workers to catch up. In order to do
this, Negro workers must not be sucked into the self-defeating
idea that the white workers are the source from which gains can
be won. The Negro workers can only win victories of substance
from those who control the economy. The economic royalists
would like nothing better than for Black workers to view white
Workers as their principal enemy.

The precise forms of this power must be developed . A pro-
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In an attempt to answer the Chinese, American Communist
Party leaders only further expose their class coUaborationism.

In the first place they always refrain from, and divert any ex
posures of the state apparatus. I t is never the state, i.e. the ruling
class, that is fundamentally responsible for racism. It is always
someone else. The Dixiecrats are placed as a force unrelated to
the ruling class . Examples of good, progressive and bad, reaction
ary, unreasonable forces in the State are cited, but no mention
is made of the fact that one of the State's functions is to resolve
differences in the ruling class without weakening the class or its
rule. The labor movement is pictured as seething with activity to
overcome racism. This is part of the C.P. policy to cover up for
the AFL-CIO labor leaders, who are also tied to the ruling class
policies.



Whet Kind of P.... Movem.nt I. N.ededl

allow U.s. imperialism to concentrate more or all of its energies
in defeating the Negro people at home. In this sense the C.P.
Une, buttressed by tho revisionist line in the international move
ment, plays into the hands of imperialism and must be comba tted
aod defeated.

The emergence of a powerful anti-imperialist peace movement
in our country is important for all people who desire peace. Peace
will not be won by reliance on the so-called "more sober circles"
among U.S. imperialists. Nor will it be secured by allowing
imperialism to maintain and extend its grip over large portions
of the world; that is a peace based on the "status quo" of aggres
sion and expansion. Peace will not be won by calling for peace,
nor by presenting the horrors of atomic war, however necessary
that may be. Peace will not be won solely through small meetings
and working out "compromises," although negotiations and com
promises are valuable instruments in the fight.

The way to fight for peace is to bring millions of Americans
into sharp conflict with the foreign policy of the governm ent. In
order to do this, it is necessary to expose the contradictions
between these policies and the needs and aspirations of the people.

In recent years, there bas been a sharp battle between the
concept of an anti-imperialist peace movement and the concept
of a peace movement which wants to "win the peace" by winning
the cold war. The latter concept bas been , for the most part, the
one around which the peace movement has operated . Though this
may be hotly denied by some of its leaders and adherents, winning
the cold war can be the only goal of a movement which includes
the administration as a "factor for peace." In other words it
commits the extreme absurdity of including the war makers them
selves in the peace camp . The Committee for a Sane Nuclear
Policy, a major component of the peace movement in this country ,
follows this line and bas conducted a relentless anti-communist
crusade in and out of its ran ks. While there have been notable
offshoots from SANE, most important the Women Strike For
Peace, the peace movement bas not been able to emerge as a
class force . It has not been able to win the working class
(which in the main goes along with the government's foreign
policy) because, Dot being anti-imperialist, it cannot link
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gram. for Negro power will emerge. It will be evolved by revolu
tionary forces in the liberation movement and Marxist-Leninists.
Some tentative concepts being discussed today are: development
of an independent political force outside of the parties of the
monopolies, which would elect Negro representatives to the vari
ous political bodies; coordinated development of self-governing
and protective bodies outside the existing political structures
wherever Negroes make up a large section of the population.

Some embryo examples of this have developed already. In
Monr oe, North Carolina, then under the leadership of Robert
Williams, Negroes mobilized themselves outside of the state
ap~aratus to defend themselves. They DO longer were willing to
watt for, or depend on the state to act for them. In doing this,
they took the first small steps to take power into their own hands .
The failure of the national government to ac t for the terror-stricken
Negro community in Birmingham. compelled the people there to
move in a similar direction. It is report ed that there exists a block
by-block militia organization to defend the people. Once again,
the Negro people begin to move to establish, no matter how
limit~, their own power. While it is not possible to blueprint the
extension of this phenomenon, it is quite possible that these forma
tions may begin to exercise greater independence encompassing
forms in addition to defense.

Independence and power can enable Negro workers to enter
into. alliances with other sections of the workers on an equal
footing". Such organization can strengthen the revolutionary
growth In the country and give real meaning to the eventual
and absolutely necessary unity of all workers to achieve state
power .

In. the final anaIys~, racism will be defeated ooly through the
establishment of a SOCIalist state where the workers hold power.
. In':Tinsi~ ~ of ~e vanguard's role in fighting for Negro

liberation ID this penod are consistent exposure of U.S. im
perialism's drive against the colored people moving to freedom
aU over the world and the linking of the freedom movement in
the United States with all other liberation movements in a com
mon world-wide anti-imperialist front . This is necessary because
the Negro people's movement is part of the world-wide anti
imperialist libera tion movement. U the liberation movements all
~ver the world weaken imperialism, it encourages Negro revolu
bon at home. The defeat or weakening of these movements would
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up and explain the harmful consequences of the foreign
policies of the ruling class as these policies worsen the conditions
of the workers and stand in opposition to the class requirements
of the workers . The peace movemeot has stuck essentially to the
question of ending testing. While this is an important issue, it
doesn't deal with the heart of the matter, which is that U.s. im
perialism is the source of the war danger in the world.

The objective of revolutionaries would be to move the peace
movement to an anti-imperialis t position. However, this cannot
be accomplished if the "revolutionaries" have the same outlook
as the backward sections of the peace movement. Unfortunately,
this is the case.

Events around Mme. Nhu's visit to the U.S. graphically
illustrate the disastrous consequences of opportunist peace poli
cies. One would imagine that the visit to our country of a rabid
fascist like Mme. Nhu would evoke a storm. of protest in the
peace movement. This movement, on several occasions, has mus
tered thousands . Mme. Nbu was then an active partner in the
war of extermination going on in south Vietnam . Crimes have
been committed against the people by Iocal fascists and the U.S.
fascists that would make Hitler dance his favorite jig. Their crimes,
and her attitude toward the crimes, made even the bard-bitten
State ~partment blush. More important, there are 16,000 troops
at war in Vietnam..

But in New York City, the peace movement could muster
only a couple of hundred pickets to greet her. Obviously, several
factors were at play. H the leadership of the peace movement
feels that the Kennedy-Johnson Administration is really not so
bad and is really moving in the direction of peace, and if the
recent Test-Ban Treaty is a fundamental breakthrough, then it
follows logically that the war in south Vietnam is Dot of con
cern in the fight for peace. I t's just a bit "dirty." After an. it is
a~ainst bad communists. It 's just that it was led by nasty, ineffi
cient people. If only the Buddhists wouldn't bum themselves up
and if only the U.S. could hurry up and smash the "Viet Coog,"
then the awkwardness would be ended. And, after all, the admin
istra tion would take care of Mme. Nhu.

Secondly, the peace movement is built around the testing
issue. Now that "issue" has been removed. "Therefore, we are
much closer to peace." At least that is what Kennedy and Khrush
chev told us. But where are we? U National GUDrdian. New York, October 3, 1963.

Every spokesman in the government who has testified indicated
that the treaty not only doesn't weaken the U.S. military, but on
the contrary, freezes its advantages over the Soviet UniOD. Under
ground testing has been legalized by the treaty. Now we find out
that the poisoning of the atmosphere, which was the whole im
petus behind the peace movement and over which even the
imperialists shed crocodile tears , will not be ended. The atmos
phere will be poisoned anyway by underground testing. "Radio
active fallout from nuclear weapons tests will continue to plague
mankind even after the signing of the treaty." Writing in the
BuJl~tin 0/ A tomic Scientists this month, Sioan-Kettering's L D .
Hamilton notes that "explosions of enough energy not far enough
underground can produce considerable falloUt."1I

The day the treaty was okayed in Moscow, tests resumed un
derground. Stockpiling for overkill is being accelerated. More Po
laris subs are being built. Since the treaty, West German Nazis
are being given more nuclear weapons. After the treaty was
signed, General de Gaulle indicated that the French nuclear air
force will shortly become operational. After the treaty, Fidel
Castro told the world that U.s. provocations were stepped up
against Cuba. The U.S. pulled off coups in the Dominican Re
public and Honduras. McNamara, returning from south Vietnam
after the treaty, said we will guarantee victory over the "Viet
Ccng." One can see the progress of the treaty.

Dr. Hans Morganthau. of the University of Chicago Center
for the Study of American Foreign Policy, told the 130th meeting
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in
Cleveland, December 28, 1963, that the treaty was "completely
inconsequential" in its impact on great world issues.

Morganthau described the treaty as "merely a formal recog
nition of Western military superiority."

The principal function that the treaty serves for the Soviet
Union., Morganthau said, was a show of the success of Premier
Khrushchev's policies over those of Communist China.

"New negotiations [with the Russians] should be seen in this
light," he said, "rather than as if a general abatement of tensions
has occurred; this bas not happened ."

The fact is that the treaty makes the threat of war greater than
ever. It disarmed the entire peace movement in the United States.
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DeYelopment of ReYisionism in the
International Moyement

These illogical assertions could simply be dismissed as absurd
if they were not the same caricatures of China that the ruling
class presents in its press. However, it would be more accurate
to lump the CPUSA with the Kennedy-Johnson Administration,
since in this 20-page diatribe against the Chinese, not one word
appears opposing the foreign policy of the administration.

It is impossible to build an anti-imperialist peace movement
if you do not have an anti-imperialist line.

The over-riding feature of the growth of socialism in the
USSR was its consistent anti-imperialist line. The Soviet Union
was a beacon to all workers. In its infancy, relying on the Soviet
people, it threw back united imperialist intervention and dared to
build socialism; later it bore the brun t of the onslaught of the
Nazi war machine, smashed it to bits and turned once more
to pedorming miracles of socialist construction and reconstruction.
No words from whatever source can block out this truth. No
force on earth can taint this accomplishment. The U.S. imperialists
have tried from the earliest days to tar its image in the eyes of
the people of the world as a political despotism. Were they
really concerned with the Soviet people or did they fear that the
example of great accomplishments of the Soviet Union would
stir the oppressed peoples and workers of the world to ever
greater revolutionary efforts? Those who joined hands in the
defamation of the Soviet Union joined hands with imperialism.

While one can point to errors of Stalin and the Soviet leader
ship in this period, it is generally recognized that there existed
a militant revolutionary line. Otherwise, bow can one explain
how one of the world's most backward countries rapidly became
the second producer nation? How can one account for the
emergence of millions of technically and culturally-trained people
in a country that had been noted for mass illiteracy? Without
this recognition of the correctness of its main line, one is hard
put to understand why the Soviet party and people were feared
and hated by the imperialists, for the very reason that the working
people and oppressed people of the world revered and loved them.

Their unyielding anti-imperialist line and their generally cor-
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Thou~ds of~Ie are led to believe that the U.s . is sincerely
foUo~g a peace line. After all, if Khrushchev says Kennedy was
mOVIng towards peace, who are we to argue? Therefore, the
peace f~rces are momentarily demobilized, and are prevented
from being won over to an anti-impe rialist position,

,In the 1;Dcantime, the U.S. is stepping up its aggressive actions
against China. A purpose of the treaty is to further divide the
international communist movement. It attempts to create a situa
tion in which China would be isolated if she tested nuclear
weapons. (Obviously, the imperialists knew that China would
reject this treaty.) Once having isolated China, they could heat
up the campaign, aided by the Soviets, that Chioa is a dangerous
w~oDge~. a danger to peace, and therefore, we must destroy
China. This would be a conditioning pro......am all in the namef .. , ea •
o peace,' of course, to have the American people accept ex-
panded military action in Asia. Implicit in the whole deal is denial
~f n~cl~ar weapons to China , thus trying to impose a strategic
inte riority on her.

Obviously, Chinese possession of nuclear weapons adds
strength to the struggle of the people of Asia. When the Chinese
gam o~~rship of nuclear weapons, it will consolidate the struggle
for .SOCIalism and peace in Asia, just as the Soviet Union's pos
sessIon. of the bomb strengthened the struggle for socialism and
peace In Europe. And this, above all, is what U.S. imperialism
seeks to prevent.

Comp!e~ely aband oning a class position, the Soviet leadership
equated giving nuclear arms to China with a presentation of U.S.
~uclear arms to nco-Nazi West Germany. Using this false equa
bon, the Khrushchev leadership hypocritically obscured the fact
that the U.S. was already giving the West Germans control over
nuclear weapons through NATO and the multi-national atomic
fleet.

In the October 1963 issue of Political Affairs the CPUSA
polemic against the Chinese attacks them for opposing this test
ban ~~aty. They accuse the Chinese of going against "hundreds
of mllllons of people in all parts of the world," who hailed the
test-ban "as a welcome initial step in the direction of peaceful
coexistence," The CPUSA statement then lumps the Chinese to
gether with Goldwater, De Gaulle and other reactionaries. As a
final demonstration of the validity of their line, they call the
Chinese "Trotskyites,"



population of the given country, through the enslavement and sy..
tematic robbery of the peoples of other countries, especially back
ward countries; and lastly, through war and militarization of the
national economy, which are utilized for obtaining the highest
profits. It is said that the average profit might nevertheless be re
garded as quite sufficient for capitalist development under modem
conditions. That is not true. The average profit is the lowest point
of profitableness, below which capitalist production becomes im
possible. But it would be absurd to think that in seizing colonies,
subjugating peoples and engineering wars, the magnates of modem
monopoly capitalism are striving to secure only the average profits,
or even a super profit which. as a rule, represents only a slight
addition to the average profit. It is precisely the maximum profit
that is the motor of monopoly capitalism. It is precisely the neces
sity of securing the maximum profit that drives monopoly eap i
talism to such risky undertakings as the enslavement and sys tem..
atic plunder of colonies and other backward countries; the eon
version of a number of independent countries into dependent ccun
tri es; the organization of new wars-which, for magnates of modem
capitalism, is the new "business" best adapted to the extraction of
maximum profits-and lastly, a ttempts to win world economic
supremacy.I1

The 20th party Congress of the Soviet Union was a crys
tallization of developing revis ionist trends. The Congress was
used by Khrushchev and his cohorts as a springboard to elaborate
a new policy for the world Marxist movement. The dynamite
packed report, which somehow managed to get into the bands
of U .S. imperialists, to this day bas never bee n presented to the
Soviet people.

But in content and in the manner it was presented this report
bad no thing in common with a serious Marxist analysis and
evaluation of Stal in's true role. It did not place both his enorm ous
contributions and his serious errors in their historical context,
but offered instead a subjective, crude, total negation of a great
Marxist-Leninist and proletarian revolutionary. It did not exam
ine the source of Stalin 's errors, many of which were matt ers of
principle and others in the course of practical work . Thus, it was
impossible to conclude which were avo idable and which arose
from the historical realities of the time and the fact that the young
Soviet sta te was the first proleta rian dictatorship in history without
experience or precedent to guide it.

This is not to say that Stalin's errors were not serious and

u Stalin, 1.5. Economic Problemt of SocitJlism, International Pub
lishers, New York, 1952.
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rect application of M arxism-Leninism made it possible to defeat
imperialism time after time, encouraging hu ndreds of millions to
take the road to socialism and freedom.

Along with Browderism the next most serious post-war mani
festation of coUaboration in the inte rnational working class move
ment was the emergence of T itolsm. The basic motive behind the
development of T itoism was the apparent stre ngth of imperialism
after World War II. The Titoists put forward the proposition,
based on a supposedly "changed imperialism," that there would
be a long period of tranquility. They envisaged the development
of their own economy, without rapid industrialization, based on
long-term credits and imports from the United Sta tes. The Yugo
slavs advanced the notion that the socialist sta te is not a new and
more advanced type of state ; it is not essentially different from
a bo urgeois state. According to them, the bo urgeois state

is c~al'1lcterized by those attributes that belong to the socialist state
dunng the stage of transition from capitalism to socialism. I"

Under conditions of "gradual and peaceful integration" of
capitalism into socialism. acco rding to them. "state capitalism"
is the highest phase of imperialism. and at the same time. lithe
first phase of socialism ...

Stalin and the Soviet party met this theoretical clap-trap
head on . They re-affi rmed that the gradual and peaceful develop
ment from an advanced state with a capitalist economy into
socialism is a hoax and a rejection of the basic Marxist pos ition
tha t there can be no socialism without the smashing of the state
appa ratus, replacing it with a new state built on workers' power.

Revisionism in Yugoslavia was used to penetrate the working
class movemen t with the line of the imperialists . It dove-tailed with
the cold war policies of U.S. imperialism directed at world
domination . In 1951, Stalin expounded the law of "maximum
profits," in which he clearly defined the objective process gov
erning imperialism's drive against the peoples of the world.

The main features and requirements of the basic economic
law of modem capitalism might be roughly formulated in this
way: .th~ securi.ng of the maximum capitalist profit through the
exploitation, nun, and impoverishment of the majority of the;

J4 Problems 0/ Political Economy 0/ Socialism, Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
1958, p. U8.
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of many in the Soviet Union, which makes it possible for the
present Soviet leadership to go so far along the path of revisionism.

The one-sided emphasis on centralism as practiced in the
Soviet Union under Stalin had its counterpart. to a degree, in the
relations of Stalin and the Soviet Party with brother parties. This
resulted in distortion of true proletarian internationalism which
demands the full and equal participation of all parties, large or
smaIl, in the making of policy. It is one of the ironies of the cur
rent situation that a number of the fraternal parties which un
questioningly acceded to Stalin are in the main blindly following
Khrushchev in a disastrous collaborationist line today. Thus, it
can be seen that Stalin's errors and their sources are Dot being
seriously studied and correc ted, but are only being opportunisti
cally used. Stalin's contributions, which an over-all historical
evaluation of his life demons trate to be primary, are being thrown
out. His grievous errors are being perpetuated .

The crude. public attack: on the Albanian Party at the 22nd
Congress, CPSU ( in which Khrushchev openly called for a change
in the Party's leadership) , and China's exposure of the economic
pressure brought to bear upon her as a "persuader" in the Ideo
logical dispute, make clear that the present Soviet leadership has
not learn ed the lesson of non-Interference in the internal affairs
of other parties or the true meaning of proletarian interna tionalism.

Under the pretext of "combatting the cult of personality"
Stalin is ground into the dirt and Khrush chev lauded to the
skies. Stalin is "exposed" but no one explains the role of the
exposers who themselves par ticipated in the leadership of the
Party and the state during Stalin's period. On what basis do
Khrushchev and others repu diate responsibility for all errors
during this period and shift the blame solely on to Stalin while
taking all credit to themselves? Has one of them shown himself
capable of self-criticism? U so, it is a carefully guarded "top
secret."

In initiating and repeating their violent attacks upon Stalin, the
present leadership of the CPSU sought to undermine the influence
of this proletarian revolutionary among the people of the Soviet
Union and throughout the world. In this way, they prepared
the ground for negating Marxism-Leninism, which Stalin defended
and developed, in order to introduce their own revisionist line.

Corresponding to this internal development. has been the
step-by-step abandonment of a Marxist-Leninist position on im-
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without severe consequences. A heavy price is being paid both
within the Soviet Union and in the intemational working class
movement for errors contrary to socialist principles.

In the matter of Party and government organization, Stalin did
not apply proletarian democratic centralism. He was guilty of
abrogating it. There was a great development of central ism with
out the absolutely essential corresponding growth of proletarian
democracy. Th is fostered a growth of bureaucracy which often
resulted in reliance on administrative "diktat" ra ther than the
participation of the party membership and people in making and
carrying out policy. Such a one-sided development created the
conditions for the growth of privilege among administrative cadre
and a weakening of the concept of "serving the people" as the
highest reward of a Communist. This had the effect of impairing
the ties of Stalin and the Party with the people.

Stalin also erred in confusing two types of contradictions
which are different in nature. Thus, be did not differentiate between
contradictions involving the Party and the people on the one hand
and the enemy on the other, and contradictions within the Party
and among the people. Consequently, he did not employ differ
ent methods in handling these different types of contradictions.
Stalin was right to supp ress the counter-revolutionaries. If he had
not, he would have been derelict in his defense of the Soviet
State. Thus, many counter-revolutionaries deserving punishment
were duly punished. But, because contradictions within the Party
and among the people were not recognized as something totally
different, something natural and even essential to the Party's
theoretical growth and development. no Communist method of
principled inner-Party struggle, proceeding from unity through
struggle to a higher unity, was developed. Many innocent people,
or people with differences which could have been worked
out in the course of principled ideological struggle, were wrongly
killed. Moreover, such a failure to differentiate between these two
different types of contradictions and to handle them correctly
created an atmosphere which stifled inner-Party debate, inquiry
and exchange. This is detrimental to the training and develop
ment of Marxist cadre and collective leadership . It has the further
negative aspect of encouraging the learning of Marxism by rote
rather than through political and intellectual struggle, which is
the only kind of learning that endures. This error contributed to
a low level of theoretical training and consciousness on the part
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perialism. From the generally correct estimate that the forces
of peace, freedom and socialism were stronger than the forces of
imperialism and war, Khrushchev drew a series of wrong con
clusions. He imagined that imperialism would draw proper con
elusions from this changing relationship of forces and learn
to live with socialism. The idea was fostered that there were
DOW sober "enlightened" capitalists who wouldn' t resort to war to
promote their interests. This deduction was based on the concept
that nuclear weapons have become so devastating that the im
perialists too, could be destroyed, and therefore would refrain
from war . Also, embodied in his position was the fear that local
wars , however limited , could be the spark: that would ignite a
nuclear war.

Therefore, Khrushchev says, "local wars in cur time are very
dangerous . . . we will work very bard to put out the sparks that
may set off the ftames of war." This position is confirmed in
Khrusbc.hev's message of January 3, 1964 to all heads of states
and governments, which said "one cannot fail to reckon with the
Iact that wars that begin with the use of conventional weapons,
in our time, may grow into a world war with the use of thermo
nuclear weapons." This "theory" of Khrushchev's would have
maintained the Cuban people, the Algerian people. and the people
of south Vietnam in chains forever.

This in effect, whatever words to the contrary, rules out
consisten t support of wars of liberation, because any war, just
or unjust, could ignite atomic war.

The principle of peaceful coexistence determines the general
line of tbe CPSU and other Marxis t-Leninist parties.I '

Thi s concept means that Marxis t·Leninists in the oppressed
nations must take a position of co-existing with their oppressors
rather than defeating them in revolut ionary struggle. Th us,
Khru shchev put forwar d a one-sided position on peaceful co
existence, rather than maintaining the central theory of Leninism,
which is the continuous revolutionary process.

Khrushchev's conception of the non-inevitability of war is
separa ted from the material economic contradictions confronting
capitalism and rests on the idealist subjective notion that certain

It Ponomoraev, World M~r;dst Review, Prague, Cr.echoslovak.ia,
November 12, 1962.
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"reasonable capitalists now recognize the danger inherent in all
wars and reject war as a means of solving their contradictions:'
On January 3, 1964, Khrushchev said "no one except madmen.
except political ligures blinded by hatred, can resign themselves
to such a prospect."

Lenin's teaching that imperialism is the period of wars and
revolutions, or Stalin's analysis of what is the motor force (maxi
mum profits) of imperialism today are ignored. The effects of
inevitable capitalist crisis are passed over, and the questions of
Fascism, and its relationship to imperialist decline, are disre
garded. The possibility of preventive war is also overlooked .
Indeed, a rosy picture is painted of capitalist intelligence and good
will, a very dubious found ation for the basis of a Leninist policy.
Khrushchev pictures the U.s. government and its bead as resisting
the forces of war. and not as representatives of the imperialist
forces of war. He includes them in the peace camp in spite of the
fact that the 1955 twelve-party statement, and the 1960 state
ment of the Workers' Parties. clearly stated "U .s. imperialism is
the main force of aggression and war."

Khrushchev has praised Eisenhower, "as one who has a sin
cere desire for peace," and who "also worri es about insuring
peace just as we do." He praised Kennedy, as one who showed
"solicitude for the preservation of peace and who worked to
create reliable conditions for a peaceful life and creative labor
on earth." As early as the 20th Party Congress be indicated he
saw that "symptoms of a sobering up are appearing."

Finally, Khrushchev nowhere deals with war as an extension
of politics. His non-inevitability of war thesis does not come from
a policy of weakening and smashing imperialism; it is not based
on the acceleration of the fight agains t colonialism and neo
colonialism; and it does Dot include the concept of workers in
the capi talist countries moving towards smashing the capitalist
state and establishing their own power. Khrushchev sees the
solution of aU international contradictions between imperialism
and the socialist anti-colonial camp in the cooperation between
the Ll.S, and the USSR.

Gromyko, in a speech to the Supreme Soviet, on Dec. 13,
1962 , said :

.. . if there is agreement between N. S. Khrushchev, the head
of the Soviet government and John Kennedy, the President of the



Khrushchev himself und erscores this , saying:

United States. there will be a solution of international problems
OD which mankind', destiny depends.Jt

We (U.s.·U.S.S.R.) are the strongest: countries in the world and
if we unite for peace there can be DO war. Then if any madman
wanted war, we'd but have to shake our fingen to ward him 04.11

The inevitable struggle between two systems must be made
to lake the path exclusively of a struggle of ideal."

Obviously the exclusive battle of "ideas" is in complete con
tradiction with the Marxist interpretation of the class struggle.

Two other revisionist ideas advanced at the 20th Congress
and carried forward to this day were a one-sided placing of the
possibilities of a peaceful transition to socialism and a non-class
at titud e to bourgeois nationalist leaders in governments. In his
report to the 20th Par ty Congress, under the pretext that "radical
changes" had taken place in the world situation, Khrushchev ex
pounded the "theory" of peaceful transition. He said that the
road of the October Revolution was "the only correct road in
those historical conditions," but tha t as the situation has changed,
it has become possible to effect socialism ..through the parlia
mentary road. " This is a clear rejection of Lenin's teaching on
State and Revolution which thus far bas been confirmed in all
revolutionary experience.

The second proposition in effect abandoned the class
approach to bourgeois nationalist leaden and governments. It
does not judge them on the basis of whether their policies support
the overall anti -imperialist struggle and is generally in the interest
of the peoples. It advocates the unprincipled power politics
approach of the bourgeoisie, namely trying to woo them by "aid"
and diplomatic maneuvering. A glaring example is the unprinci
pled "aid" to India.

In succeeding years the bitter frui ts of Soviet policy have
begun to ripen . What might have been useful and legitimate
criticism of Stalin and the Soviet leadership, from which the whole
international movement could have learn ed, instead was con-
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. . . In this lies the value of reforms of the economic structure ,
nationalizations, and attempts at state planning and pro.gram•. It
is right for us, too, to encourage the state to take this course,
provided that democracy is dev~lopcd at the s~me time, not merely
in the traditional form of pubbc debate, but m the form of dem-

At the tenth Congress of the Italian Communist Party, Togli
atti , in his address, presented the notion that the state in an
imperialist country is a vehicle for revolutionary progress. He
said:

to break up and abolish monopoly ownership of the major pro
ductive forces, and transform it into collective ownenbip . '.'
throuah nationalization.21

The state must enter into the realm of OUT economic develop
ments. But it must be made to do so in partnenhip with the people,
curb the power of the monopolies and not to add to their powers
. . . the trade unions and the public should be democratically repre-
sented in the management of these institutions. But this .develop
ment puts the necessity to have a state where the working class
and the common people have the dominant influence. Such a state
can then proceed from private ownership of the me~s of preduc
lion to the social ownership of the means of prcduet ion. 20

Hall disassociates himself from. Lenin's concept of the dic tator
ship of the proletariat by calling people "dogmatists" who call
for "militant revolutionary actions . . . the dicta torship of the
proletariat, and smashing the bourgeois state." Hall claims that
advancing these ideas would "separate us" from. othe r Americans.

According to the Italian Communist Party it is possible

vetted into an assault on the very heart of Marxism-Leninism.
Many communist parties all over the world , in the name of the
20th and 22nd Congresses, have now disavowed the concept of
workers' role . In its place has sprung up non-Marxis t-Leninist
ideas of reform. wherei n a multi-class government. including the
ruling class, could shift into socialism .

Gus Hall wrote :
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Failing to accept Lenin's concept that imperialism. is "m cri
bund, dying capitalism," and that in its final stages the imperialists'
grip on the state structure becomes more intense, oat less intense,
Togliatti then calls for

.. . start ing from. the present state structure, on the ground of
the democratic organization in which the masses participate today,
and imposing deep reforms of structure, to develop such a move
ment and to reach such results as to modify the present power
bloc and create the conditions for the formation of another bloc.
in which the working people parti cipate... .23

ocratic control and leadership organs, such as to enable the work
ing class and the workers of all categories to intervene to make of
state intervention an instrument of struggle against the powers of
monopoly capital, and to deal a blow, limit and break down the
domination of large monopoly groups. It is possible thus, to open
up the prospect of a new type democracy, of a renewed dem
ocracy....22

These ideas completely reject Lenin's thesis that the bourgeois
state must not be reformed. but destroyed, and that the workers
must not share in power but be in power as the dictatorship of
the proletariat. Considering the reality of modern politics, Tog
Haul's ideas are more likely to lead to the corporate state than to
socialism.

By creating illusions about the national bourgeoisie of various
countri es, communist parties within these countries have aban
doned an independent and revolutionary perspective. As a result
of policies which lose sight of the class nature of the national
leaders, parties have been almost wiped out or sections of them
have been won over to the ruling class. Th e Iraqi experience and
the betrayal of a section of the Indian Communist Party are
examples .

An example of the depths to which a supposed communist
leadership can sink is given by S.A. Dange and his group, which
presently dominate the national leadership of the Indian Com
munist Party. The New Age, official Communist Party weekly, on
November 1962, carried a banner headline and a statement of
the National Council of the Communist Party of India, which for

Compare this with the testimony of Gen. Maxwell Taylor,
former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wbo was testifying
at a secret Congressional bearing. As released by the committee.
Taylor told the congressmen, "that India might bave started the
border fight with China. " Rep. Robert L. F. Sikes (Dem.-Fla.)
said, "Let me talk about Red China and the Ind ian opera tion.
Did the Indians actually start this military operation?"

''They were edging forward in the disputed area ," replied
Gen. Taylor. "Yes Sir.""

Worse than this we have the situation where the CPSU sup
plies the Indian ruling class with weapons to fight and kill workers
and peasants of socialist China. In the Congo, where the people
fight for freedom, we witness the Soviet Union voting for a reso
lution in the U.N. J uly 13th, 1960 which legalized U.S. penetration
of the Congo under the cover of the U.N.

This led to the murder of Patrice Lumumba and the subse
quent imprisonment of Antoine Gizenga. Nec-colonlallsm was
imposed on the backs of the Congolese people. The Soviet posi
tion on the Congo showed a total lack of understanding of the
class composition of the U.N. and its continued domination by the
United States. It is an example of how Soviet moves have, in fact.
placed obstacles in the path of liberation.

This line is in essence one which builds up illusions about
imperialism and results in disarming the masses and diverting
them from consistent class struggle to wipe out imperialism.

. • . The Communist Party joins hands with aUour patriotic peo
ple who stand behind the Prime Minister's stirring appeal for
national unity in defense of the country . The National Council pays
its humble tribute to the remarkable heroism of our soldiers in the
face of extreme odds. . . The last few weeks have seen an un
precedented upsurge of our people against Chinese ~ggression. . .
The Communist Party of India is oot opposed to buymg arms from
any country. ..'"
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sheer jingoism, give the Hearst press a good. run for the money.
The headline reads: UNITE TO DEPEND MOTHERLAND AGAINST

CHINA'S OPEN AGGRESSION. A typical example of the statement:

i
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2. Nat ional Council of the Communist Party of India, New At e. official
Communist Partyweekly, November, 1962.

25 The New York. Times. City Editioo. April 18, 1963.

22Toaliattl, Palmiro, AddresJ to the Tenth CongreJJof the Italian Com
munist Party, Foreign Bulletin of the I.C.P., p. 34.

n Ibid.
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The fact is that in the past several yean the imperialists have
been able to check the movement for socialism-they have been
able to use the incorrect line of the Soviet leaden to split the in
temational movement, and have stepped up their counter-revolu
tionary activities.

All renegades from Marxism-Leninism have found in the
Khrushchev line a confirmation of their own opportunism. Earl
Browder, in a recent interview with the FBI said :

,
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And in the program of the CPSU 22nd Congress there appears
the remarkable sta tement:

••• when the Soviet people enjoy the blessiDp of communism.
new hundreds of millions of people on earth will say, "w e art for
communism," , , , the question at issue today it : which system
will give the peoples more material goods and spiritual values , , ,
it is precisely in thit field, I think, that the hardest battles between
socialism and capitalism will be fougbL2t

Khrushchev occupies today a position 0 0 the biB issues in the
world that I occupied in 1945. When the Chinese accuse him of
revisionism they are merely echoing and elaborating the argu
ments used against me when I was thrown out of the movement."

Tito, attending a meeting of the Supreme Soviet. Dec. 12,
1962 bailed Khrushchev and said that

he had followed it with close attentiveness, and that he was gen
erally in agreement with what Niki ta Sergeyevicb had said con
cerning the relations between our two countries . . . lhat our views
on the major interna tional issues are identical or oear ly 10. . . tT

A P.riod of Royolulion

What imperialism fears most is revolution. Revolution de-
prives them of profitable areas of exploitation, areas of essenti al
resources and strategic areas for military aggression. Revolution
weakens imperialism, alth ough in its fury to repel revol ution it
may appear strong. One of the most debilitating features of the
Soviet line is tbat it weakens th e will to revolution. Hence, the
warnings to go slow, "examine the parliamentary process" and
depend on Soviet economic supremacy to topple capitalism by
example , winning bourgeois nationalists by buying them off with
<laid."

Peaceful co-existence alone is the best and sole acceptable way
to solve vitany important problems confrontin, society.-

It Browder, Earl, San Pr(JtcCLtco Chro"rcte, Cktober 7, 196] ,
tf Tito. I " Spud In 'he USSR Suprt1JU Sov/d, December 12, 1962.
II R.umyamtcv, A., World Manrlst Rn n , No. I, Pnlaue. Cr.eclIo

slovakia, 1962.

Instead of supporting a revolutionary line, the revisionists
seek to integrate the socialis t an d capitalist systems. In an inter
view with Drew Pearson, THo said, "Economic and political inte-
gration is our perspectlve.vw Winding up discussions at the
international forum of Marxist scientists in M oscow on problems of
modern capitalism, a report printed in Tass Sept. 3, 1962 quoted
A. Arzumanian as saying, among other things :

Now at the third stage of the general crisis of capitalism, state
ownership cannot be considered an ordinary reform. It is con
nected with the revolutionary struggle to do away with the monop
olies, to overthrow the rule of the financial oligarchies . .. • The
state ownership of industries and of banks is now becoming the
slogan of the anti -monopolist coalition.51

What difference can there be between this notion and the
proposition put forward by the Titoists who say :

The specific: form of state capitalist relations can be.• • the fint
steps towards socialism . .. the ever-growing wave of state capi
talist tendencies in the capitalist world it the most eloquent proof
of the fact that mankind is heading more and more in an irresistible
manner towards theepoch of socialism.:n

Thus the opportunists tell us the way to socialism is to unite
( integrate ) capitalism and socialism, "politically and econom
ically" with the sta te apparatus of imperialism in the van guard.

Despite revisionism, the past 42 yeats have witnessed unabated

28 Twenly-second Congress of the CPSU, Khrwhche... Speech, Moscow,
1963.

10Pearson , Drew, Wruhi",ton p(»t, September 18, 1962.
11Anumanian, A., Report 0/ the Int, maJjQfI4l Forum 0/ Manrlst Sci

ell/W" MoJICow, 1961, R.eponed by TrUI, Sep1emb« 3, 1964.
"/bIJ.
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revolution, always under the most difficult circumstan ces, always
confronted by the seemingly impossible. The following events and
revolutions demonstrate that when people were organized around
a correc t line they have been, and can be, victorious. They have
shown that they can tak e everything the imperi alists burl at them
and defeat them. They dared to fight back. What is more, they
dared to win. Some of the most importan t examples are :

1. the Russian Revolution;
2. the consolidation of the revol ution and the achievement of

the first five-year plan ;
3. the defeat of Nazism;
4 . the reconstruc tion of the Soviet economy in record-break-

ing time after World War 0;
S. the Chinese Revolution ;
6 . the defeat of U.S. imperialism in Korea ;
7. the defeat of French imperiali sm in Indo-China;
8. the Cuban Revolution ;
9 . the Algerian Revolution;

10 . the war for freedom in south Vietnam.

All these efforts have won despite the most resolute efforts of
imper ialism. In the case of Korea, the Koreans and Chinese
volunteers won in the face of threatened atomic warfare.

U the intern ation al movement were unit ed around a policy of
class struggle , it would be an invincible force. Collaboration and
accommodation never satisfied the appetite of imperialism. It
always grabs for more. The louder some people begged Hitler for
mercy, the less they got-the more he took. U.S. imperialism has
been engaged in armed conflict since the end of the Second World
War. The only thing that slows it down is when it is met by fierce
resistance. Does anyone seriously think that the United States
would have stopped at the Chinese border in Korea if it had not
been turned back by the Chinese volunteers? Does anyone believe
that imperialism would not have taken over Hungary and
Eastern Europe if the Khrushchev leadership had not pulled itself
toge ther und er the advice and pressure of the Chinese Party and
other comm unists. and responded to the requests of Hungarian
revolutionaries to help crush the counter-revolution? Does any
one think that the U .S. ruling class would have refrained from
open invasion of Cuba if the Cubans had not made it clear that
they were rea dy to defend socialism to the last man and woman?

Peace was imposed in those areas only because the revolutionary
will of the people was the highest. Often. in order to have peace
and freed om you must wage revolutionary war. The history of
our country will tell us that.

Experience has shown that accommodation never leads to free
dom, nor in the long run to peace. The ad vent of atomic weapons
does not change this truth.

Not only has revolution been successful in this period. but it
has for the first time in histo ry ma de it possible to contemplate
peaceful existence. If it is now possible to even speak of preventing
nuclear war. it is wholly due to the success of revolutionary strug
gles. Will the fight for peace be accelerated by slowing down the
revolutionary process or vice-versa? Co-existence then. must be
imposed on a ruthless imperialism by the force of strength and
battle.

It would be a disastrous blow to our own eftoru if the freedom
movements around the world were slowed down. halted, or
crushed. It was the success of these movements which helped
spark the militant and inherently revolution ary battle of the Ne
gro people. Socialist revolutions and national liberation movements
in oth er countries act to weaken imperialism at home. because
it is the monopolies' power here which oppresses workers in other
lands. Their weakening can only assist the workers here. What
is more. revolutions elsewhere act as an example to the workers
here, enabling them to learn the universal truths of Marxism
Leninism.

The slogan "workers of all countries uni te," is not a mean
ingless platitude, but the heart and soul of a revolutionary outlook.
U.S. imperialism must be defeated . U the "pape r tiger" bas nu
clear teeth. it is not for us to recoil. but to recognize it as the fact,
and develop the means to pull them.

Contradictions of Imperialism

U .S. imperialism is faced with overwhelming contradictions.
Some of them are :

1. between the U .S. imperialists and the USSR (which will
Continue despite the line the present leadership follows) ;

2. between U.S . imperial ism and the oppressed peoples;
3. be tween U.S. imperialism. and China;
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countries and areas of ami-colonial struggle, as well as to control
its western allies. This is all preparatory to dealing with its main
target, the Soviet Union.

Marxist-Leninists must arouse the heroic Soviet people to the
plans of imperialism. To equate the Soviet Union with the im
perialists would be a bad mistake. The Soviet people fought for
and won socialism. The Soviet people will in time defeat the
wrong line of its present leadership .

The colonial and national liberation movements threaten the
life-line of imperiaJism. They lessen its ability to amass maximum.
profits, making the imperialist economy less stable. Hundreds of
millions of people are now embroiled in a life and death struggle
with imperialism. The imperialists have to spend vast energies to
cope with these dynamic movements. The threat of atomic weapons
holds little fear to people who have been experiencing a living
death all their lives. If the imperialists were to use atomic arms
against any of these people, it would bring the wrath of the peoples
of the world against them, and would expose forever, their "new
look" cultivated for "neo-colonial" ends-of being for "freedom,
national independence, self-determination," etc., etc.

Mass revolutionary action is what will decide the fate of these
peoples, and to a great extent, the fate of imperiaJism.

The experience of the Congo and other colonial areas, bas
taught oppressed people that the imperialists will fight tooth and
nail to preserve colonialism. The imperialists are learning to de
velop new forms to maintain old ways. Neo-co1oniaIism is the
form through whicb the imperialists maintain economic domina
tion of an area by "indirect" political control. For this, the United
Nations, the impartial "socialist" Yugoslavia. and peace
minded India are invaluable. These forces combined with the
U.S. in the Congo to cbeat the Congolese people of their freedom.

Neo-colonialism is at the heart of the foundation of Malaysia,
where the British have been able to exploit divisions of the pe0
ple to maintain their economic and political control.

In the final analysis, wben all this hocus-pocus fails, U.S. imp
perialism will resort to naked force, as in south Vietnam.

The Negro people of our country. who are waging a decisive
battle for democratic rights and national liberation, are becom
ing increasingly familiar with the two level strategy of nee-colo
nialism. More and more they see that they will never win their
tull freedom under imperialism. The charactet of their struggle
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4. between U.S. imperialism and other capitalist countries;
S. between U.s. imperialism and the people of our own COUD

try.

U.S. imperialism. is becoming more and more isolated from all
people. Despite attempts of the ruling class and its ideological
puppets to create illusions among the masses, more and more peo
ple, including our own, are learning from bitter experience the true
nature of imperialism. U .S. imperialists more and more often lind
that there is a great gap between what they desire aod what they
are capable of achieving. Th e overwhelming majority of the pee
pies of the world are opposed to imperialism . They could probably
prevent war if united in a world-wide anti-imperialist front. But
can anyone guarantee that the imperialists will never launch a war
even if the people do aU in their power to prevent it? The answer
is DO. Only by pointing to both possibilities, pursuing correct
policies, and preparing for both eventualities, can we best organize
the people tn wage battles in defense of world peace.

But capitulation to imperialism only accelerates the war dan
ger. Th e more imperialism is weakened, the less chance for war.

All serious Marxist·Leninists are ready, willing and able to
utilize every form of struggle to prevent a nuclear war. This in
cludes negotiations, concessions that do not betray peoples' basic
interests. We recognize the devasting power of atomic weapons,
but to show demobilizing fear in the face of them, emboldens even
the most "reasonable" U.S. imperialists . Revolutionaries seek
the banning and destruction of all nuclear weapons. They reject
the approach whicb makes testing of nuclear weapons the center
of the struggle for the peace movement, and above all, tbey reject
illusions about the partial test-baa treaty.

No matter to what degree the Soviet leaders placate U.S. im
perialism, the material reality of the contradiction between them
persists. The Soviet Union is the second largest producer in the
world. As such, it is both a market and a source of competition
with which imperialism must deal. If the Soviet leadership feels
that it is buying absolution with its present line, it is only deceiving
itself. It has forgotten the basic Jaws governing imperialism. The
U.S. is setting the Soviet Union up for the kill. Germa n rearma
ment, including nuclear weapons, grows unabated. Imperialism
continues to aim its nuclear arsenal at the heart of the Soviet
Union. U.s. imperialism is moving to dominate the newly liberated
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"Friends" of the U.S. Fight Back

Chinese Communist Party Fights for
Marxism-Leninism

Therefore, the anti-imperial ist struggle of the people of Asia,
Africa and Latin Am erica is definitely not merely a matter of
regional significance. but one of overall importance for the whole
cause of proletarian world revolution.

The great debate, now taking place between two trends- revo
lutionary struggle or revisionist opportunism-in the intern ational
Marx ist movement did not spring up overnight. It has been a
number of years in the maki ng. Throughout the wocId Merxlst
Leninis ts, both inside and outside of the official communist parties,
were becoming increasingly aware that on the international
as well as national scenes , the underlying philosophy of
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The general economic recovery of western Europe following
World War II has ma de it poss ible for western European capi
talists to intensify their resistance to U.S. control. No longer are
they willing to blindly follow the economic and political dictation
of their U.S. masters. This bas been dramatically driven home by
the differences of opinion between De Gaulle's concept of a united
Europe with a Comm on Market, and the version of the United
States and Great Britain. The Atlantic Alliance has been greatly
weakened by the failure of the United States' European "partners"
to fulfill their end of the bargain in NATO. Within the past year,
almost all of western Europe has refused to go along with U.S.
ideas about trade with socialist countries. Recently, Great Britain,
the most trus ted, bas dared to enter into trade rela tions with Cuba.
The French have the audacity to enter into independent relations
with China. Germany, the bulwark of NATO, often appears to be
subservient to U.S. interests, bu t in fact, is jockeying for its own
interests, and ultimately for control of Europe. Within Europe
itself, there are deep-se ated hostilities and fears . These divisons will
not be reconciled, especially as the fight for markets is increased.
The continued loss of mar kets, due to revolution, und ermines all
imperialist relations and spells imperialism's doom.

The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world
are now concentrated in the vast areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America; these are the most vulnerable areas under imperialist
rule and the storm centers of workl revolution, dealing direct
blows at imperialism.

The national democratic revolutionary movement in these
areas and the international revolutionary movements are the two
great historical currents of our time.

The national democratic revolutionary struggle of the peoples
of these areas is an important component of the contemporary
proletarian world revolution.

The anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the people in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America are pounding and undermining
the Ioundaticea and tbe rule of imperialism and colonialism, old
and new, and are now a mighty force in defense of world peace.

In a sense, therefore , the whole cause of the international rev
olulionary movement hinges on the outcome of the revolutionary
struggle of the people of these areas, who constitute tbe over
wbelming majority of the world's population.aJ

IS Hoo,ql (Red Flal), Editorial Board of, Two DlO~r~nt U nel on the
Qut:ltion of WDr Dnd PeDc~, November 19, 1963.
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will lead them increasingly into direct conflict with the state ap-
paratus. And just as the revolutionary struggles of one group of
workers tends to spur others on, so will the Negro liberation move
ment weaken the imperialists. thereby assisting the white workers
in their struggle. This will in time lay the basis for a genuine
alliance against the common enemy, especially when the white
workers are forced to resist the white ruling class, which is in
creasing their exploita tion.

The liberation movements, far from acting as a Iorce to ignite
or spread war, are a key force for peace. The Negro freedom move
ment in our country can also be a decisive force for peace, can
weaken the grip of the imperialists on other peoples. Would any
one who considers himself a revolutionary in our country ask the
Negro to go slow, because U.s. imperialism might be provoked?
We say full speed ahead-we support the national liberation strug
gles of the peoples of the world including the Negro people. Their
victories bring us closer to peace and freedom.

Modem revisionists say that almost all oppressed people are
now free . Therefore, don't rock the boat. Those 50 millions or 50

who are still in cbains, will eventually be free . The Chinese Com
munist Party views neo-colonialism as oppression and sees the
national liberation movements as decisive. They say:

",
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We hold that the oppressed peoples and nations can achieve
liberation only by their own resolute revolutionary struggle and
that no one else can do it for them.

We have always maintained that socialist countries must not use
nuclear weapons to support the peoples' war of national liberation
and revolutionary civil wars, and have no need to do so.

We have always maintained that the socialist countries must
achieve and maintain nuclear superiority. Only this can prevent
the imperialists from launching nuclear war and help bring about
the complete prohibition of nuclear weapons.

We consistently hold that in the hands of a socialist country
nuclear weapons must always be defense weapons for resisting
imperialist nuclear threats. A socialist country must absolutely not
be the first to use nuclear weapons nor should it, under any cir
cumstance, play with them or engage in nuclear blackmail and
nuclear gambling. The fact is that when the leaders of the CPSU
brandished their nuclear weapons, it was not really to support the
people's antl-irnperiafist struggles.

Sometimes, in order to gain cheap prestige they just publish
empty statements which they never intend to honor.

At other times, during the Caribbean crisis for instance, they
engaged in speculative, opportunistic. irresponsible nuclcar gam
bling for ulterior motives.

As soon as their nuclear blackmail is seen through and coun
tered in kind, they retreat one step after another, switch from
adventurism to capitulation and lose all by their nuclear gam
bling.Sf

14 Ibid•
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communist parties, Some have been unscrupulous enough to say
the Chinese would welcome and are trying to provoke world
nuclear war as a swift path to revolution. Even those who say this
know it is the "big lie." I t is no accident that the imperialists use
these distortions word for word to help whip up anti-Chinese and
general anti- communist prejudices. In an art icle the Chinese said:

The masses of the world are well aware of the Chinese position
on relations between states with different social systems. They
practice " the five principles of co-existence." China's role at the
1955 Bandung Co nference is well-known. The world is familiar
with the fact that the Chinese negotiated for a long period with the
United States in Korea. It is well aware of China's participation
in the 1954 Geneva negotiations on Indo-China, and again in the
1961-1962 negotiations on the neutralization of Laos. The
Chinese demand for a complete and universal ban on the manu-
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Chinese Communist Party Fights for Peace

Marx ism-Leninism, dialect ical materialism, was, in the practice of
the present Soviet leadership and those who followed it blindly,
being superseded by opportunistic pragmatism. The concept of the
Marxist vanguard was fast turning into its opposite-timid " tail
ism." Class struggle, the dynamo of social change, was more and
more being discarded for class collaboration under the general
catch-all phrase "peaceful co-existence."

In the C PUSA those with a will to struggle found no means or
ideological leadership for it. On the contrary, every move to in
troduce a fighting vanguard policy was met with contemptuous
rebuff. When the Chinese Communist Party began to provide po
litical and ideological leadership for the world Marxist movement,
it was warmly welcomed by true Marxist-Leninists, because it
accurately generalized and confirmed their own experiences.

From the moment the Soviet leadership embarked on a path
of opportunism, the Chinese Communist Party took the initiative
to fight for a correct line. As early as 1956, in two articles on the
Historical Experience of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat, it
counteracted the gross distortions of Khrushchev's evaluation of
Stalin and placed his serious errors in perspective. It upheld the
concept of the dictatorship of the proletar iat, and reaffirmed the
class nature of every state, and the bourgeois state as the dictator
ship of the bourgeoisie. It reite rated the basic Marxis t truth
that only revolutionary class struggle could achieve state
power for the workers, that the oppressed peoples of the
world must conduct revolutionary struggles for freedom and
social progress, and that these two struggles support each
other, weaken imperialism and are the path to peace and socialism.
It holds not that war is inevitable, but that the only chance for
preserving peace lies in exposing and opposing imperialism. It
firmly maintains that the general line of foreign policy for the
socialist countries cannot be "co-existence" but the strengthening
of the unity and the power of the socialist camp and the strengthen
ing of the unity of the world communist movement around the
revolutionary line.

The Chinese position on peaceful co-existence, on war and
peace. and on negotiations, has been shamelessly distorted by many
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facture of nuclear weapons, and the destruction of present stock
piles, is a forthright position making it difficult for imperialist
demagogy. Im portant, too, are China's achievements in reaching
negotiated border settlements (Burma, Nepal, Pakistan ) as well
as her firmness in repelling attacks on her rights and sovereignty.
The Korean battle prevented imperialism from unleashing a full
scale war in Asia. The Indian border counter-action, disabused.
at least for the time being. the U.S.-inspired invasion of China by
the Nehru government. These demonstrations of determination
and strength are important in the fight for peace. Nor are people
unaware of the great restrain t China has shown about the 0c

cupation of Taiwan, and the continued use of this and other areas
by the United States to provoke and plan aggression against China.
China has been capable of the widest range of tactics to preserve
peace and support revolutionary struggle in Asia. This is a tribute
to her skill , firmne ss, and patience in the face of constant pressures.

Chino.. Communist Party Fights for Unity

It is tru e that the Chinese are conducting a vigorou s struggle
for Marxism-Leninism in the international movement, but only
after and because the Soviet leaders opened the assault on Marx
ism-Leninism. Is this inconsistent with the concept of maintaining
uni ty in the int ernational movement? We say no, Nothing would
be more disastrous than the uni ty of the socialist camp against
world revoluti on. The Chinese have made great efforts to prevent
the splitting of the in temational movement . At the beginning, their
position was not put forward as a drive against the Khrushchev
leadership of the international movement, but as an effort to per
sua de those who had departed from Marxist-Leninist ideas. In
this way, they hoped to curb, and eventually defeat , the revisionist
line taking shape.

F or a time, th is policy showed results . The shift of the Soviet
pos ition in regard to Tito, after the '55 reconciliation, was an ex
ample. The sta tements of '57 and '60 were others, The general
effect was to compel the Soviet lead ers to acknowledge revisionism
as the main danger in the international movement, and Tito its
main practitioner. However, thi s victory ul timately became a paper
victory .

The 1960 Moscow statement of the 81 par ties said :

The Communist Parties have unan imously condemned the Yugo
slav variety of international opportunism. a variety of modem re
visionist theories in concentrated form . After betraying Marxism
Leninism which they termed obsolete, the leaden of the League
of Yugoslav Communists opposed their own anti-Leninist revi
sionist program in the Declaration of 1957; they set the League
of Communists of Yugoslavia against the international commu
nist movement as a whole.U

All the world is able to view the Sovie t leadership's unprin
cipled. unexplained flip-flop on Tito. Articles in the Christian
Science Monitor twit the Soviet leaders :

In 1958, the major part of the Premier's address was directed
against the Yugoslavs. who ten months earlier, had refused to sign
the Moscow Declaration of the World Communist parties. and in
May had come out with a "revisionist" program of their own. In
1958, Mr. Khrushchev tore into the Yugoslav communists for
having collectivized only about 2 percent of their facmstead5."

An article by Eric Bourne said :

. . . rapprochement between theheretical Yugoslavs and the Sovi
ets has oertainly gone further now than at any time sinoe the patch.
log-up in 1955. It is now nearly two yean sinoe Yugoslav foreign
secretary Koca Popvic found on a Moscow visit that the Soviet
and Yugoslav foreign policies were either identical or similar on
most major East-West controversies ... but he did get a firmer
than ever confirmation that Yugoslavia is a "socialist state" .. . the
Soviet leader also wrote off that part of the 1960 Moscow Declara
tion which dubbed revisionism (Titoism) the main enemy of the
communist movement and enscribed in its place the dogmatism of
his rivals in Peking.87

If the Chinese were narrow nationalists or mere oppo rtunists,
they could have allowed revisionism to go unchallenged. In an
immediate and narrow sense, C hina's challenge to oppor tunism
bas been extre mely cos tly to her. T he Sovie t Union, exerting
economic pressure to "solve" ideological differences, terminated
aid to China and tore up trade agreements betwe en the two coun
tries.

ee Stat ement 0/ tll~ 81 Communist Porti~s' M~~ting. Moscow, 1960.
as Christian Sci~nce Monitor, January 12, 1963.
n Christian Sci~nu Monitor. November 12, 1963.



Develop Theory and Practice

An effective movement in our country demands the under
standing of Lenin's theory of the state. Lack of clarity on this basic
point has been the main stumbling-block to the movement over the
years. Every state, with all its government fonns and institutions,
is an instrument of the ruling class. Only under fully-developed
communism where classes have completely disappeared will the
state disappear.

In an imperialist country like ours, the state is the political
arm and high command of the ruling class no matter what "admin
istration" represents it any given time, and no matter whether that
administration's tactics are "democratic" or violent-or both. We
have in the U.S. a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. This state ap
paratus must be swept aside and a new state built reflecting only
the aspirations of the workers and their allies. This new state must
bea dictatorship of the working class, in order to pre vent counter
revolution by the displaced class and other elements hostile to the
new workers' state.

It is not written in tbe stars that a privileged ruling class must

taking shape. This makes us and our allies-the people fighting
for national liberation and progress, the workers throughout the
world, a majority, as compared to U.S. imperialism with its hand
ful of supporters. This is not "pipe dream" talk, but an important
reality bearing on our daily activities.

The experience of our predecessors is two-sided. On the one
band there are negative features which we expose, criticize, and
reject. But we are not interested in exposure per so-but in studying
the source of the errors and not repeating tbem. On the other hand,
the communist movement in our country in its militant days
created a legacy of dedicated and courageous struggle. There is a
residue of positive feeling for communists among sections of the
people which can be reactivated by a principled, fighting van
guard . Young radicals can learn from and emulate the devotion to
the working class and socialism of such outstanding communists
as William Z. Foster.

The defeat of revisionism on a world basis will be a decisive
ideological victory of the working class leading to the defeat of
imperialism.
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Building a revolutionary party in our country could be decisive
in the fight for peace and socialism. It has been proven that revo
lutionary changes do not occur without political organization. If
U.S. imperialism is the main enemy of the people of our country
and the people of the world, then it can only be defeated by a
vanguard party, capable of leading millions directly.

The ruling class is well aware of the potential of such a devel
opment and has, over the years, exerted great effort to prevent it.
One could say that the defeat of revolutionary ideology and or
ganization is a major internal objective of U.S. imperialism.

It is true that U.S. imperialism is the most powerful ruling
group in the world, and to build a vanguard within its very "cita
del" appears once more to be doing the impossible. However, U.S.
communists have a great deal in their favor.

There is a growing level of revolutionary experience and un
derstanding in the world.

The victory of socialism in Cuba-the combination of flexibility
and adherence to a consistent anti-imperialist policy-characterizes
socialism in that nation. This, combined with Cuba's closeness to
the U.S., makes socialism more understandable to broader sections
of our people. Ever growing sections of our people are coming
into conflict at various levels with the ruling class. The Negro
liberation movement is quickly moving to new levels of battle.

We are part of the world-wide anti-imperiali st front that iis

Decisive Task Is to Build a
Revolutionary Party in the U.S.
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The Chinese have moved to open and sharp struggle with the
Soviet leadership because they recognize that Khrushchev's pol
icies are rapidly undermining the stability and revolutionary po
tential of the international movement. They are aware that a
disarmed movement is an open invitation to the imperialists Ito
intensify oppression and aggression against all people. In a short
time, as previously indicated, we have seen the tragic decimation
and disintegration of parties and movements that have followed
the Soviet line. This will only be a shadow of events if that line
prevails. The Chinese Communist Party has helped other com
munists to see things for what they are. This is a profound contri
bution to proletarian internationalism.
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. . its 14,000 employees among whom are specialists in
intelligence analysis and espionage, U-2 pilots and assauins.lIlI

13McCarthy, Sen. Eugene, "The CIA is Gelting Out of Hand." Sa/ lf r.
day Evening POIl, January 4, 1964.

sent and curtails the right of the working people to have their own
organizations. A whole network of truly subversive agencies such
as the FBI and the CIA, lavishly endowed with unlimit ed funds,
accountable to no elected body, rides rough-shod at home and
abroad. Sen. Eugen e McCarthy writes of ;
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Events surrounding the assassination of the President and the sub
sequent murder of Lee Harvey Oswald have only begun to lift the
lid on the cesspool of corru ption which makes a mockery of our
"democratic rights."

The declining "democratic" norms are necessary to prevent
the workers and their allies from fighting their worsen ing posi
tions. Of course, this is not done all at once, but unevenly and in
a zig-zag process, depending on the Deeds of the ruling class and
their room to maneuver . Communists believe it is in the interests
of the workers to fight for whatever is positive in the Constitution
and whatever democratic gains the people have won over the
years. Only the people led by a vanguard party would be capable
of picking up the banner of freedom and democracy long since
abandoned (except in demagogy) by the ruling class.

The essential tactic of the united front has been distorted in
recent years to mean that communists should operate in "the main
stream" without identity, and without an independent perspective.
Under such circumstances "revolutionaries" have tailed behind or
even impeded militant developmen ts. Instead of winning workers
to new levels of understanding, they have often pandered to and
sunk: to the backward tendencies among the people . Communists
must achieve tactical flexibility and utilize all forms of struggle.
Parti cipation in united fronts should be around a specific program
for limited objectives. Participation with other forces should not
be a cloak for passivity, or the excuse for the failure to build the
vanguard or to obscure its independent line.

While tbe vanguard recognizes the need to fight for reforms
at certain stages in the development of the people's consciousness,
it should Dot create the illusion tha t reforms, in and of them
selves. can lead to socialism, or tha t the ruling class can satisfy the

,
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bold power. This COUDtry was born in revolution, and Abraham
Lincoln. John Brown, Th omas Paine. Thomas Jefferson. Nat Tur
net and many others confirmed our right to revolution. A van
guard must fight for the right to revolution as being in the best
interests of the American people. H ere, where there is much prat
tle about "freedom: ' it is forgotten that those who lose the righ t
of basic change ca n never be free .

We envision no easy transiti on to socialism. We say those who
promote the notion of voting socialism into existence create illu
sions. We say that those forces who see an evolutionary path to
socialism based on an accum ulation of reforms-the last reform
toppli ng us into socialism- live in a dream world . Despite all th e
hoopla, any serious examination of the refonn movement in this
period shows no significant gains, despite militant activities in
some sectors. The white workers and the Negro people are losing
ground . At this moment when thousands of our people are fighting
merely for reforms, they are often met by ruling class violence.
The miners in Kentucky, the integrationists North and South are
but two examples. What would be the response of the ruling class
to revolutionary demand s? Violence is inherent in capitalism . 111e
more advanced and deeper its fatal contradictio ns, the greater its
violence as it fights against being forced off the stage of history .

Communists do not advocate violence. But they must, in all
responsibility, warn the people of the actual character of imperi
alism, and aler t them to what can be expected as the conflict
sharpens. We say tha t the people must be able to defend them
selves and their progressive achievements from ruling class terror .
Not to do this is not to be revolutionary, to be afraid of the con
sequences of fighting imperialism. Naturally, communists would
welcome a peaceful transition to socialism, and do all in their
power to compel the ruling class to surre nder peacefully. How
ever, to date, nothing ind icates that the U.s. imperialists would
even remotely contemplate this eventuali ty under any set of cir
cumstances. As a matter of fact, U.S. imper ialism is becoming
a ile of the most destructive ruling classes in the history of mankind .

The U.S. is rapidly aband oning much of its heralded bourgeois
democratic fonn. The Negro people, especially in the South, are
confronted with a judicial struc ture and police set-up which not
only fails to protect their rights but itself is part of, and conspires
with, those who break the law. In recent years, repressive legisla
tion has been passed which, in effect. rules out fundam ental dis-
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Deeds of ~e people. ~t pl~ys a leading role on the day-to-day
~evel. fighting to WID vtctones where possible, and always expos
m~ the actual nature of the ruling class, increasing tbe class con
sctousness of the workers, and learning and devising the strategy
and tactics for revolution.

The working class is the main class on which to rely to smash
th~ power of imperialism. A continuous fight must be waged for
this concept . Th is is particularly necessary among students, in
tellectuals, and certain sections of the petty bourgeoisie. They ob
s~e many of the present-day manifestations of corruption aod
nusleadersbip in the unions, the prevalence of bourgeois ideology
among large sections of workers, and draw superficial conclusions.
!dany of them do not understand the historic role of the work
mg class, by virtue of its relation to produ ction, and consequently
can~~t grasp ~he dialectics of the class struggle. This gives rise to
cyn~clSm, go-It-alone tendencies, and eventually, rationales for
capitalism. The aspirations of these groups will never be solved!
under decadent capitalist reaction. Only alliances with the work
e? can crea te the necessary strength for victory, ensuring the COD

~Iti?ns for ~eativi ty. morality, and the security they seek. Ob
lectlve1.y, .thetr future. is tied with that of the working class. Weak
ness Within the working class must be viewed not from a defeatist
point of view, but scientifically analyzed and combatted.
. The fi~t . for a correct policy must be accompanied by con

tinuous cnncism and self-criticism. We know that this vital idea
was. ~aid.lip service in the past, and we know that this simple rec
?gnltlon IS no guarantee for improvements in the future. But there
IS absoluteI~ no way to change policies and people without
thorough-gomg evaluation. It is very plain that those who have
att empted to fight revisionism in the past, including many of the
leaders of tod ay 's Progressive Labor Movement. have been
weak .~ .~derstanding dangers of revisionism. They did not dis
play uuuatrve, boldness, or consistency in this effort . In short,
th~y were not equal to the task. Many of those now attempting to

budd a new ~ovement have bad years of incorrect training based
on erroneous Ideas. However, some peopJe did attain the political
development to break from the corrupti on of revisionism. It is
necessary to build on this development to defeat the intense pres
sures of the ruling class.

In the coming period the vanguard must educate and re-edu
cate older and new revolutionaries in the science of Marxism-
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Leninism with particular emphasis on the philosophy of historical
and dialectical materialism. A key weakness of the movement in
this country has been the lack of ideological training of members
and leaders . "Following the leaders," has too often been sub
stituted for independent scientific analysis based on international
and national experience. Revolutionaries have a responsibility to
develop the widest discussions and practices as the basis for for
mulating a correct line.

Socialist methods of inner-party struggle must be developed,
and an atmosphere created for frank: and open examination at
ideas and work. This can lead to unity in struggle-leading to a
higher level of unity. It means the step-by-step destruction of
illusions and notions of the old movement , in order to create the
theoretical and practical basis for a new movement.

We understand that words alone cannot develop the confidence
necessary for this achievement. We can only win the confidence
of genuine revolutionari es and workers by the actual development
of deeds and the advancing of Marxist-Leninist concepts.

Fighting for a revolutionary outlook nationally and interna
tionally, the working class in our country will set the stage for an
end to its oppression. Correct Marxist-Leninist theory and prac
tice is the only guide to the triumph of the working class. More
than one billion people have found that out. Hundreds of millions
more are on the way. U.S. workers will not be far behind.
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